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Particle flow, fluid/solid mechanics, and heat transfer are
very important to many technologies and applications of the
advanced gas/water nuclear reactors. To better understand
the relevant knowledge of particle flow, complex interactions
(including multiphase thermal hydraulics), flow mechanics,
and heat transfer certainly help improve the development of
advanced nuclear reactors.
An introductory review of the accepted papers is presented here. In the paper entitled “A Calculation Method
for the Sloshing Impact Pressure Imposed on the Roof of
a Passive Water Storage Tank of AP 1000,” to estimate the
impact pressure imposed on the roof of water storage tank of
AP 1000, a simplified method was proposed to approximate
the difference between maximum wave height and roof height
as the impact pressure head. By experimental validation,
this method may overpredict the impact pressure. But the
error is no more than 35%. In the paper entitled “Thermal
Analysis for the Dense Granular Target of CIADS,” a new
concept of a dense granular spallation target is proposed
for which the tungsten granules are chosen as the target
material for the China Initiative Accelerator Driven Reactor
System (CIADS). After being bombarded by the accelerated
protons from the accelerator, the tungsten granules with
high temperature flow out of the subcritical reactor and
the heat is removed by the heat exchanger. In the paper
entitled “A Study on the Instantaneous Turbulent Flow Field
in a 90-Degree Elbow Pipe with Circular Section,” large
eddy simulation was adopted to predict instantaneous flow
field in the 90-degree elbow pipe. Instantaneous pressure

information and velocity field were analyzed at specific monitoring points. In the paper entitled “Wave Characteristics
of Falling Film on Inclination Plate at Moderate Reynolds
Number,” falling water film on an inclined plane is studied
by shadowgraphy with different inclination angle and the
film Reynolds number. Three distinctive regimes and three
characteristic parameters of two-dimensional solitary wave
pattern are examined, which are significant in engineering
applications for estimation of heat and mass transfer on
film flow. In the paper entitled “Parametric Investigation
and Thermoeconomic Optimization of a Combined Cycle
for Recovering the Waste Heat from Nuclear Closed Brayton
Cycle,” a combined cycle that combines an AWM cycle with a
nuclear closed Brayton cycle is proposed to recover the waste
heat rejected from the precooler of a nuclear closed Brayton
cycle. The effects of several important parameters are investigated and the combined cycle performance is optimized
based on a multiobjective function. In the paper entitled
“Numerical Investigation on Bubble Growth and Sliding
Process of Subcooled Flow Boiling in Narrow Rectangular
Channel,” a boiling phase change model in subcooled flow
boiling is proposed, and VOF model combined with phase
change model is adopted to simulate the single bubble growth
and movement. Finally, in the paper entitled “Assessment
of Prediction Capabilities of COCOSYS and CFX Code for
Simplified Containment,” the actual capability of CFX tool
and COCOSYS code is assessed in prototypical geometries
for simplified physical process-plume under adiabatic and
convection boundary condition, respectively.
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For the China Initiative Accelerator Driven System (CIADS), the energy of the protons is 250 MeV, and the current intensity will
reach 10 milliamperes. A new concept of a dense granular spallation target is proposed for which the tungsten granules are chosen
as the target material. After being bombarded with the accelerated protons from the accelerator, the tungsten granules with hightemperature flow out of the subcritical reactor and the heat is removed by the heat exchanger. One key issue of the target is to
remove the 2.5 MW heat deposition safely. Another one is the heat exchange between the target and the subcritical reactor. Based
on the model of effective thermal conductivity, a new thermal code is developed in Matlab. The new code is used to calculate the
temperature field of the target area near active zone and it is partly verified by commercial CFD code Fluent. The result shows
that the peak temperature of the target zone is nearly 740∘ C and the reactor and the target are proved to be uncoupled in thermal
process.

1. Introduction
China Initiative Accelerator Driven System (CIADS) is a
project proposed by Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) [1].
It consists of three subsystems: accelerator, spallation target,
and subcritical reactor (Figure 1). Among them, the spallation
target is responsible for generating neutrons, which are used
to drive the subcritical reactor [2]. For CIADS, a new concept
of spallation target is proposed which is called dense granular
target [3].
In present design, the target material is a large collection
of discrete tungsten (W) granules. The container for the
granules is a hopper and W alloy grains flow into the
spallation region under gravity from the upper annular duct
where the beam pipe is located. Then a proton beam from
the accelerator will interact with the flowing W grains below
the pipe. The grains will pass through the spallation region
quickly and discharge from the orifice of the hopper to avoid
being melted down. What is more, a circuit, including a heat
exchanger, grain filter, grain elevator, grain storage, and cover
gas (helium) system, will guarantee the normal circulation of
the working medium in the entire system.
The proton beam from the accelerator with an energy of
250 MeV and a current of 10 mA reacts with the tungsten

nuclei, and approximately 2.5 MW of heat is deposited in
the target zone, which must be removed by circulating the
granules. As the granules flow through the center channel
of the subcritical reactor, if the target and the reactor are
decoupled in heat transfer, the safety review for the spallation
target can be simplified. Therefore, it is necessary to know
the temperature field of the target. Furthermore, as the target
and the reactor are mainly coupled by neutron near the active
zone and the heat is mainly deposited there, we focus our
attention on the target area near the active zone in present
study (Figure 2).
Though granular material is one of the most common
forms in existence, there has been no comprehensive theory
that can reliably predict the behavior of such materials in
technical devices [4]. The discrete element method (DEM)
is now a popular method of simulating granular material
but it needs a great amount of calculation to simulate the
target and it can hardly calculate the temperature field. In this
paper, a new thermal code based on the model of effective
thermal conductivity is developed in Matlab which places
smaller demands on calculation capability. The commercial
CFD code Fluent is used to verify the new code. The result
calculated from the new code and Fluent is nearly the same.
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Figure 1: Schematic of CIADS.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the granular target.

Moreover, the result shows that the heat exchange between
the target and the reactor can be neglected.

2. Computational Model
Concentrating on the target area near the active zone, the
model is simplified to a cylinder with a diameter of 28 cm
and a height of 80 cm (Figure 3). The tungsten granules flow
into the spallation region with a velocity of 0.5 m/s and a
temperature of 250∘ C. A cylinder with a radius of 14 cm and
a height of 5 mm is chosen as the control volume. By tracking
it, the flow of the granules can be simulated. As to the control
volume, it can be seen as stagnant helium-saturated porous
beds of spheres and the heat transfer in the radial direction
can be calculated based on the model of effective thermal
conductivity. The heat transfer in the axial direction is taken
into consideration through source correction.
2.1. Governing Equations. Because of the symmetric condition, a two-dimensional model is established. The height of
the control volume is set as 5 mm (Figure 4) and the time
step size is set as 0.01 s to match with the velocity of the
granular flow. Meanwhile, the number of time steps is set
as 160 to match with the height of 80 cm. By means of the
first boundary condition, the effect of the reactor on the heat

Figure 4: Computational model of the control volume.

transfer is taken into consideration to realize the coupling
of target and reactor. The temperature field of the whole
model can be obtained by putting the temperature fields of
control volume at different time together depending on the
relationship between time and height.
In the control volume, based on the model of effective
thermal conductivity, it is simplified to be a one-dimensional
transient heat conduction problem. The governing equation
can be seen as follows [5]:
𝜌𝑐

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑇 1 𝜕
=
(𝜆𝑟 ) + 𝑆,
𝜕𝑡
𝑟 𝜕𝑟
𝜕𝑟
𝑇 = 250,

0 < 𝑟 ≤ 𝑏,

𝑡 = 0, 0 < 𝑟 ≤ 𝑏,

𝑇 = 𝑇𝑡 , 𝑟 = 𝑏,
𝜕𝑇
= 0,
𝜕𝑟

(1)

𝑟 = 0,

where 250∘ C is the designed inlet temperature, 𝜌 is the
average density, 𝑐 is the average special heat capacity, 𝜆
is the effective thermal conductivity and will be explained
in Section 2.2, and 𝑆 is the heat source. The explicit time
integration between 𝑡 and 𝑡+Δ𝑡 is performed in this equation.
Then, the discrete form for the equation can be obtained as
follows:
𝑎𝑝 𝑇𝑝𝑡+Δ𝑡 = 𝑎𝑒 𝑇𝑒𝑡 + (𝑎𝑝 − 𝑎𝑒 − 𝑎𝑤 ) 𝑇𝑝𝑡 + 𝑎𝑤 𝑇𝑤𝑡 + 𝑏,
𝑇 = 250, 𝑡 = 0, 0 < 𝑟 ≤ 𝑏,
𝑇𝑛−1 = 𝑇 (𝑌) , 𝑟 = 𝑏,
𝑇0 = 𝑇1 , 𝑟 = 0,

(2)
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where

Start

𝑎𝑝 =
𝑎𝑤 =

𝜌𝑐𝑟𝑝 Δ𝑟
Δ𝑡

,

𝜆𝑟𝑤
,
Δ𝑟

Establishing control equations
and boundary conditions

(3)

Discretize the computational
domain as algebraic equations

𝜆𝑟
𝑎𝑒 = 𝑒 ,
Δ𝑟
𝑏 = 𝑟𝑝 𝑆Δ𝑟,

Initialize

and 𝑇(𝑌) changes from 300∘ C to 385∘ C [6], which is the
designed temperature of the reactor.

Solve the algebraic equations

𝜆 eg
𝜆𝑓

= 1 − √1 − 𝜀 +

2√1 − 𝜀 (1 − 𝜆) 𝐵
1
ln ( )
[
1 − 𝜆𝐵 (1 − 𝜆𝐵)2
𝜆𝐵

𝐵+1
𝐵−1
−
−
],
2
1 − 𝜆𝐵

∑ni (Tik − Tik−1 )
∑ni Tik

<𝜀

No

Yes
End

Δx

Figure 5: Procedure for the correction of axial heat transfer.

Δℎ

2.2. Effective Thermal Conductivity. The control volume can
be seen as stagnant helium-saturated porous beds of spheres
and there are three main processes of heat transfer in the
control volume: the radiant heat transfer in the gaps, the conductive heat transfer between the tungsten granules, and the
conductive heat transfer of the helium. The present research
converts the practical heat transfer in porous media into
equivalent heat conduction of common solid materials which
satisfies the heat conduction equations, and thus it becomes
a one-dimensional transient heat conduction problem.
Effective thermal conductivity is an important physical
quantity describing the heat conduction in porous media.
Based on a one-dimensional heat flow model for conduction
through a packed bed of spherical particles, Zehner and
Schlunder presented a correlation (Z-S formula) for the
stagnant effective thermal conductivity [7] as follows:

Modify the
heat source

m−1 
T − Tm−1
T − Tm+1
q = −𝜆 m
−𝜆 m
m
Δx ∗ Δℎ
Δx ∗ Δℎ
m+1
Sn = S0 + q

(4)
k=n

k=n−1

Figure 6: Schematic of the calculation of the axial heat transfer.

where
𝜆=

𝜆𝑓
𝜆𝑠

,

1 − 𝜀 10/9
.
𝐵 = 1.25 (
)
𝜀

(5)

The equations had been verified against experimental
data obtained by Kladias and Bandyopadhaya’s experiment
[8] in which various combinations of solid and fluid are
used to produce the porous media. The stagnant thermal
conductivities measured by them agreed reasonably well with
the predictions made by Zehner and Schlunder as long as the
conductivity ratio is not too high.
2.3. The Correction of Heat Transfer in the Axial Direction.
In the previous governing equation, only the heat transfer in
the radial direction is taken into consideration. To consider
the axial heat transfer, the heat source is modified in every
step during iteration (Figure 5). The following equation is

used to calculate the heat source which needs to be modified
(Figure 6):
𝑞 = −𝜆
𝑞 = −𝜆

Δ𝑇
,
Δ𝑥 ∗ Δℎ
𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑚−1
𝑇 − 𝑇𝑚+1
−𝜆 𝑚
,
Δ𝑥 ∗ Δℎ
Δ𝑥 ∗ Δℎ

(6)

𝑆𝑛 = 𝑆0 + 𝑞 ,
where Δ𝑇 is the temperature difference between the same
node in successive time, Δℎ is the height of the control
volume, Δ𝑥 is the distance of the same node in successive
time, 𝑞 is the heat transfer to be modified, 𝑆𝑛 is the heat
source after being modified, and 𝑆0 is the heat transfer
calculated by neutronics.
2.4. Heat Deposition and Material Properties. The heat deposition is calculated by neutronics code and the proton beam
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6.00E + 03

Table 2: Quantities calculated by Z-S formula.
Symbol
𝜆
𝜆𝑒

1.00E + 02
20
8.74E + 01
40
1.34E + 01

Definition
Conductivity ratio
Effective thermal conductivity (W⋅m−1 ⋅K−1 )

Value
8.2𝑒 − 4
1.176

(W/cm3 )

Energy deposit density (W/cm3 )

0

Figure 8: Mesh of the control volume.
60

3.90E − 02

Inserting 𝜀, 𝜌𝑡 , and 𝜌ℎ into the equation,

1.00E − 06

80

𝜌 = 0.52 ∗ 19350 + 0.48 ∗ 0.1785 = 10062 Kg ⋅ m−3 .

0
6
14
Radial (cm)

(11)

Inserting 𝜆 ℎ , 𝜆 𝑡 , and 𝜀 in Z-S formula, the effective thermal conductivity of the spallation target can be calculated.
The results are listed in Table 2.

Figure 7: Heat deposition in the target zone.
Table 1: The material properties of tungsten granules and helium.
Symbol
Property
𝑑
Diameter (mm)
𝜀
Porosity
Thermal conductivity of helium (W⋅m−1 ⋅K−1 )
𝜆ℎ
Density of helium (Kg⋅m−3 )
𝜌ℎ
Specific heat of helium (J⋅Kg−1 ⋅K−1 )
𝑐ℎ
Thermal conductivity of tungsten (W⋅m−1 ⋅K−1 )
𝜆𝑡
Density of tungsten (Kg⋅m−3 )
𝜌𝑡
Specific heat of tungsten (J⋅Kg−1 ⋅K−1 )
𝑐𝑡

Value
1
0.52
0.1426
0.1785
3213.7
174
19350
130

has a radius of 5 cm with Gaussian distribution. Figure 7
shows the energy distribution in the target zone. The maximum energy density reaches 6000 W/cm3 , appearing near
the inlet area.
The material properties of tungsten and helium are listed
in Table 1.
The average special heat capacity can be calculated by the
following equation:
𝑐 = 𝑃𝑡 ⋅ 𝑐𝑡 + (1 − 𝑃𝑡 ) ⋅ 𝑐ℎ ,

(7)

where
𝑃𝑡 =

𝑚𝑡
.
𝑚

(8)

Inserting 𝜀, 𝜌𝑡 , 𝑐𝑡 , 𝜌ℎ , and 𝑐ℎ into the equation,
𝑃𝑡 =

0.52 ∗ 19350
≈ 1.
0.52 ∗ 19350 + 0.48 ∗ 0.1785

(9)

𝑐 = 130 J ⋅ Kg−1 ⋅ K−1
The average density can be calculated by the following
equation:
𝜌 = 𝜀 ⋅ 𝜌𝑡 + (1 − 𝜀) ⋅ 𝜌ℎ .

(10)

3. Results and Discussion
To validate the solver in the new code, the commercial CFD
code Fluent is used, in which the heat transfer in the axial
direction can hardly be considered. And then, taking the
axial heat transfer into consideration, the new thermal code
developed in Matlab is used to calculate the temperature field
of the target area near active zone. The effect of the axial heat
transfer is also analyzed.
3.1. Code Validation. Neglecting the correction of the axial
heat transfer, the new code and Fluent were used to calculate
the temperature field of the target because in Fluent the axial
heat transfer can hardly be taken into consideration. In Fluent
and the new code, the same physics model is adopted.
In Fluent, the granular flow is also considered to be
solid because the momentum equation for the fluid in Fluent
is not suitable. The same control volume whose height is
5 mm and width is 14 cm is chosen by tracking which flow
of the tungsten granules is simulated. The mesh of the
control volume can be seen in Figure 8. The two-dimensional
transient solver is chosen. The time step size is set as 0.01 s and
the number of time steps is 160 s. The initial temperature is set
as 250∘ C. The upper and lower boundaries are set as adiabatic.
The left boundary is set as the axis and the right boundary
adopts the first boundary condition. The temperature of the
right boundary changes from 380∘ C to 300∘ C. Moreover, the
heat deposition in Section 2.4 is imported to Fluent with the
help of UDF.
The result shows that the temperature field calculated
by these two codes is almost the same (Figure 9). The
temperature changes greatly near the inlet area and tends to
keep unchanged in the following flow because the heat source
concentrates near the inlet. Moreover, the peak temperature
is 740.5∘ C calculated by the new code and 739.5∘ C calculated
by Fluent. The result validates the governing equations and
the discretization methods in the new code.
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20

40

700

6.906E + 002

650

6.416E + 002

600

5.927E + 002

550

5.437E + 002

500

4.948E + 002

450

4.458E + 002

400

3.969E + 002

350

3.479E + 002

300

2.990E + 002

250

2.500E + 002

60

80
−14 −7

0

7

14

Total temperature (∘ C)

7.395E + 002

0

(b)

(a)

Figure 9: Temperature field of the target area (neglecting the axial heat transfer). ((a) is calculated by the new code and (b) is calculated by
Fluent.)

Table 3: Iterative process of the axial heat transfer correction.
Iteration number
𝑒𝑒∗
1
2
1.5748𝑒 − 05
3
7.2384𝑒 − 08
4
2.8562𝑒 − 11
∗

𝑒𝑒 =

∑𝑛𝑖 (𝑇𝑖𝑘

−

𝑇𝑖𝑘−1 )/ ∑𝑛𝑖

𝑇𝑖𝑘

𝛿
Peak temperature (∘ C)
1.0𝑒 − 08
740.4897
1.0𝑒 − 08
740.4912
1.0𝑒 − 08
740.4913
1.0𝑒 − 08
740.4913

and 𝛿 is set as 1.0𝑒 − 08.

0
700
650
20

600
550
500

40

450

The average outlet temperature calculated by these two
codes is 314∘ C. For the control volume, the average temperatures at the very beginning and the eighth second are 250∘ C
and 314∘ C, respectively. To verify the heat source, the heat
removed by the target is calculated by the following equation:
Δ𝑄 = 𝑐 ∗ 𝑚 ∗ Δ𝑇 = 𝑐 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝜋 ∗ 𝑟2 ∗ ℎ ∗ Δ𝑇.

(12)

400
60
350
300
80
−14 −7

0

7

14

250

Figure 10: Temperature field of the target area (considering the axial
heat transfer).

Inserting values into the equation,
Δ𝑄 = 130 ∗ 10062 ∗ 3.14 ∗ 0.142 ∗ 0.005
∗ (314 − 250) = 25761 J,
𝑃=

(13)

Δ𝑄 25761
=
= 2.58 MW.
Δ𝑡
0.01

The result shows that the heat removed in the present
model is 2.58 MW which is similar to the design index:
2.5 MW.
3.2. Temperature Field of the Target Area near the Active
Zone. Considering the correction of the axial heat transfer,
the new code is used to calculate temperature field of the
target zone again. Figure 10 shows the new temperature field.
The peak temperature is also 740.5∘ C and the average outlet
temperature is also 314∘ C. Table 3 shows the iterative process

of the axial heat transfer correction. By 4 times of iteration,
the results satisfy the demand. The results reveal that the
axial heat transfer has a little effect on the temperature field.
It is easy to understand because the temperature difference
between successive time is small, as well as the effective thermal conductivity.
Figure 11 shows the temperature distribution in radial
direction at different distance. The high-temperature zone lies
in the middle of the model and the heat transferred from the
reactor is limited to the boundary area, which is mainly due
to the low effective thermal conductivity. And thus, it reveals
that the reactor and the target are uncoupled in thermal
process.
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Figure 11: Temperature distribution in radial direction at 20 cm, 40 cm, 60 cm, and 80 cm.

4. Conclusions and Perspective
The dense granular target is a new concept for a high-power
spallation target. In present work, a new thermal code based
on the effective thermal conductivity model is developed to
simulate its temperature field.
(i) Neglecting the axial heat transfer correction, the
solver of the new code is validated by Fluent.
(ii) The target can remove 2.58 MW heat deposition with
the peak temperature 740∘ C.
(iii) The axial heat transfer has a little effect on the temperature field.
(iv) The heat deposition in the target can hardly be
transferred to the subcritical reactor and the heat
transferred from the reactor is limited to the boundary area of the target, which means that the heat
exchange between the target and the reactor can be
neglected.
More work needs to be done in the following studies:

(i) Experiment could be carried out to measure the
stagnant thermal conductivity of helium-saturated
porous beds of tungsten granules. Zhao and Yao [9]
have done some similar experiments to measure the
stagnant thermal conductivity of porous beds, which
shows that the experiment may not be very complex
or expensive.
(ii) The whole target can be taken into consideration, not
only the area near active zone.
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In order to investigate single bubble evolution, a boiling phase change model in subcooled flow boiling is proposed in this paper,
and VOF model combined with phase change model is adopted to simulate the single bubble growth and movement. The effects of
flow velocity, liquid subcooling, wall superheat, and vapor-liquid contact angle are considered in this model. The predicted bubble
growth curve agrees well with the experimental result. Based on the analysis of bubble shape evolution and temperature field, it
is found that the average bubble growth rate, flow velocity, and dynamic contact angle have significant effect on the bubble shape
evolution during the bubble growth and movement while the temperature gradient in superheated liquid does not change with
bubble growing. The character of dynamic contact angle during bubble growth and movement is also obtained in different working
condition.

1. Introduction
In order to understand and optimize the process of boiling
heat transfer, it is vital to understand the mechanism of
bubble nucleation, growth, and departure. As a complex
process, the investigation of model for bubble formation and
disappearance has gotten only limited success. In recent years,
there are some investigations about single bubble growth
model for nucleate boiling.
Many researches about the bubble growth have been done
using numerical methods, such as Mei et al. [1], Welch [2],
and Heo et al. [3]. Mei et al. [1] have performed a numerical
analysis to study the bubble growth under the condition of
saturated heterogeneous boiling. The simultaneous energy
transfer between vapor bubble and liquid micro-layer or heating wall was considered having effects on the bubble growth.
Welch [2] carried out a study on the growth of axis-symmetric
vapor bubble. The moving unstructured grid was considered
by using the interface tracking method with the combination
of the finite volume method. The control volume continuity,
momentum, and energy equations were modified to include

surface tension and discontinuous pressure and velocity. The
flow-directional local grid (MPS-MAFL) method has been
used by Heo et al. [3] to do the numerical study about the
growth of bubble in transient pool boiling through moving
particle semi-implicit with meshless advection. The growth
process of a bubble with different initial radii was calculated
under the condition of high heat flux and high subcooling
condition.
Besides, some new models were used to study the bubble
growth. A new understanding was provided by Li et al.
[4] to study the bubble which was about the interfacial
transport characteristics of inviscid spherical bubble with
different geometric parameters, rising in a stagnant hot or
bisolution liquid. The flow and temperature fields around
bubbles and similarly sized rigid spheroids were computed
numerically while the development of the physical model for
vapor bubble growth in the condition of saturated boiling was
provided by Liao et al. [5], including heat transfer through
the micro-layer and the surrounding foam body superheated
liquid and bubble growth. Both asymptotic and numerical
methods were carried out to study the liquid temperature

2
field surrounding a hemispherical bubble and it indicated that
there was a thin unsteady thermal boundary layer existing
adjacent to the bubble dome. During the early stages of
bubble growth, heat transfer to the bubble dome through the
unsteady thermal boundary layer constituted a substantial
contribution to vapor bubble growth.
The region around a single growing bubble was considered to be subdivided into three subregions by Genske
and Stephan [6], which were micro-region, bubble area, and
surrounding liquid. Their results showed that the flow pattern
in the liquid around a growing vapor bubble was determined
by not only the movement of the bubble surface, but also
the vapor flow that flied inside the bubble. Heat conduction
would be the dominant factor on the bubble growth in
the regions away from the bubble. Except that, the contact
angle has effects on bubble growing. A static contact angle
model and a dynamic contact angle model were proposed
by Mukherjee and Kandlikar [7], which were based on the
contact line velocity and the sign of the contact line velocity
which was used to sign the dynamic contact angle model
on the heating wall. The effects of dynamic contact angle
on bubble dynamics and vapor volume growth rate were
compared with results obtained with the static contact angle
model.
The heterogeneous boiling on a horizontal plate in
stagnant and slowly flowing fluid was simulated by Hazi
and Markus [8] by using the method of lattice-Boltzmann
approach. The study has found that, in a stagnant fluid,
the bubble departure diameter was proportional to 𝑔1/2
while the release frequency scales with 𝑔3/4 where 𝑔 was
the gravitational acceleration. According to the simulation
results, it is found that there was no correlation between
the bubble departure diameter and the static contact angle,
but with the increase of the static contact angle, the release
frequency increases exponentially.
Numerical researches about bubble growth are mostly
based on the pool boiling. However, the character of bubble
growth in subcooled flow boiling is quite different from that
of the pool boiling. The bubble growth process in subcooled
flow boiling is affected by the thermal characteristics of
heating wall and mainstream liquid and so forth. Due to
the existence of the mainstream liquid velocity, the motion
characteristic of bubble interface and the flow field around
the bubble are more complex than those of pool boiling. Thus,
distortion and deformation of the bubble may occur which
will lead to characterized features during the growth.
In the present paper, based on the characteristic of bubble
growth process in subcooled flow boiling, a bubble growth
model is proposed and a numerical simulation is performed
to understand the process of bubble growth. The simulation
results reflect bubble growth process as well as a dynamic
result of evaporation and condensation which agree the
experimental results very well and the relationship between
the vapor-liquid interface motion and velocity field inside
the bubble presented here. The character of dynamic contact
angle during bubble growth and movement process is also
obtained in different working condition.
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2. Numerical Simulation Methods
The VOF formulation relies on the fact that two or more fluids
(or phases) are not interpenetrating. For each additional
phase that was added to model, a variable is introduced: the
volume fraction of the phase in the computational cell. In
each control volume, the volume fractions of all phases sum
to unity. The fields for all variables and properties are shared
by the phases and represent volume-averaged values, as long
as the volume fraction of each of the phases is known at each
location. This paper investigates the bubble growth process
by VOF model [9, 10] and UDF interface of the CFD software
Fluent.
2.1. VOF Model. Generally, a VOF algorithm [10] solves the
problem of updating the phase volume fraction field given the
fixed grid, the velocity field, and the phase volume fraction
are determined in previous time step. In two-dimensional
problem, the interface is considered to be a continuous
and piecewise smooth line. The problem is reduced to the
reconstruction of an approximation of the interface in each
cell, knowing only the volume fraction of each phase in the
cell itself and in the neighboring cells.
During all simulation cases in present work, a piecewise
linear interface calculation (PLIC) [12] interface reconstruction method has been used for interpolation in a cell. In the
existing CFD code, this scheme is the most accurate one and
it is applicable for general unstructured meshes as used here;
this interpolation scheme assumes that the interface between
two fluids has a linear slope within each cell and this linear
shape is used for the calculation of the advection of the fluid
through the cell interfaces.
In VOF model, the 𝑘th fluid’s volume fraction in the cell
is denoted as 𝛼𝑘 and then the following three conditions are
possible:
𝛼𝑘 = 0: the cell does not contain the 𝑘th fluid;
𝛼𝑘 = 1: the cell is full of the 𝑘th fluid;
0 < 𝛼𝑘 < 1: the cell contains the interface between the
𝑘th fluid and one or more other fluids.
In present model, there are two phases: vapor and liquid.
When 𝛼V = 1, it represents vapor bubble region; when 𝛼𝑙 = 1,
it is liquid region. When 0 < 𝛼V < 1, 0 < 𝛼𝑙 < 1, there is
a bubble interface exiting in this region. Based on the local
value of 𝛼𝑘 , the appropriate properties and variables will be
assigned to each control volume within the domain.
2.1.1. Continuity Equation. In VOF model, the volume fraction of each fluid 𝛼𝑘 is calculated by tracking the interface
between different phases throughout the solution domain.
Tracking of the interfaces between different phases present in
the system is accomplished by solving continuity equations of
the phase volume fraction for phases. A physical interpretation can be given by various terms in this continuity equation.
For the vapor phase, this equation has the following form:
𝜕𝛼𝑞
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝑢⃗ ⋅ ∇𝛼V =

𝑆𝑚⋅𝑞
𝜌𝑞

,

(1)
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where 𝑆𝑚⋅𝑞 is the mass source term of vapor in the bubble
growth process, which can be estimated by (8) and (10)
through the UDF interface.

y

Superheated liquid layer
Tl > Ts

Subcooled liquid region

2.1.2. Momentum Equations

Tl < Ts



𝜕
(𝜌𝑢)⃗ + ∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝑢⃗ 𝑢)⃗ = −∇𝑝 + ∇ ⋅ [𝜇 (∇𝑢⃗ + ∇𝑢⃗ 𝑇 )]
𝜕𝑡

t0

(2)

+ 𝜌𝑔⃗ + 𝐹,⃗

𝜌𝜅𝑖 ∇𝛼𝑖
(1/2) (𝜌𝑖 + 𝜌𝑗 )

t1

Vapor bubble
t2

where 𝐹⃗ is the surface tension force, which can be estimated
through CSF (continuum surface force) model [13] as follows:
𝐹⃗ = 𝜎

x

.

(3)

u

Heating wall
Tw > Ts
Flow direction

2.1.3. Energy Equation
𝜕
(𝜌𝐸) + ∇ ⋅ (𝑢⃗ (𝜌𝐸 + 𝑝)) = ∇ ⋅ (𝜆∇𝑇) + 𝑆𝐸⋅𝑞 .
𝜕𝑡

Micro-layer region CFD
simulation on critical
heat flux of flow
boiling in IVR-ERVC of
a nuclear reactor
figures and
tables

b

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of bubble growth model.

(4)

The physical properties of 𝜌 and 𝜆 (effective thermal conductivity) are shared by both of the two phases. Source term
𝑆V contains contributions from all other volumetric heat
sources.

3. Bubble Growth Physical Models in
Subcooled Flow Boiling

in 𝑦-direction. The temperature of the mainstream region
𝑇𝑙 is lower than that of the liquid saturation temperature
𝑇𝑠 corresponding to local pressure. 𝑇𝑤 is the temperature
of single-side heated wall which is higher than 𝑇𝑠 . There
is a temperature boundary layer close to heating wall. In
this region, the liquid temperature is higher than saturation
temperature but lower than the heating wall temperature, that
is, 𝑇𝑠 < 𝑇𝑙 < 𝑇𝑤 . There is a liquid micro-layer region near
the bottom of bubble whose temperature is higher than 𝑇𝑠 . 𝛽
is the contact angle of the bubble with the heating wall. The
growth times sequence of bubble is 𝑡0 , 𝑡1 , and 𝑡2 .
At the initial time, 𝑡0 , bubble radius is relatively small.
The whole bubble is submerged in superheating liquid layer.
The heat and mass supplied for bubble growth are derived
from the liquid micro-layer evaporation at the bottom of
bubble and superheating liquid around bubble surface. As
the bubble diameter increases, at the time of 𝑡1 , the top of
bubble passes through the superheating boundary layer and
enters the subcooled mainstream region. Consequently, the
condensation will occur at the top of the bubble. At this
period, as the mass into the bubble caused by evaporation at
the bottom and the interface exceeds the condensation mass
at the bubble top, the bubble continues to grow up. At the
time of 𝑡2 , the bubble diameter is greatly larger. Because a
large portion of bubble top region is submerged in subcooled
mainstream liquid, condensation effect becomes significant
and bubble growth rate will be gradually slow. When the
condensation mass of vapor is approximately equivalent to
the mass added to the bubble by evaporation at the bottom
and the interface, the bubble growth rate will slow down to
zero and bubble diameter remains unchanged.

3.1. Bubbles Growth Process in Subcooled Flow Boiling. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of bubble growth process
on heating wall in subcooled flow boiling. The channel is
vertically arranged, and the fluid flows vertically from bottom

3.2. Bubble Growth Model. Based on above analysis, there
are four assumptions in current model: (i) there is a very
small initial bubble existing on the heating wall in which

2.1.4. Vapor-Liquid Interfacial Density. The properties appearing in the transport equations are determined by the presence
of the component phases in each control volume [9]. In a twophase system, for example, if the phases are represented by
the vapor and liquid and if the volume fraction of the second
phase has been tracked, the density in each cell would be
given by
𝜌 = 𝛼𝜌𝑙 + (1 − 𝛼) 𝜌V .

(5)

2.2. UDF Procedures. The User Defined Functions (UDF)
interface of the commercial CFD code of Fluent [9] is
employed to simulate the heat and mass transfer of the phase
change. UDF subroutine allows us to customize Fluent to
fit particular modeling needs. UDF is a function that user
program can be dynamically loaded with the Fluent solver to
enhance the standard features of the code. They are defined
by DEFINE macros which are supplied by Fluent Inc. They
can access data from the Fluent solver using predefined
macros and functions. Present UDF programs are based on
following described bubble generation theories of microlayer evaporation to simulate the bubble growth.
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the radii will be estimated through classic bubble nucleation
theory; (ii) the vapor in the growing bubble is ideal gas; (iii)
the temperature at the initial bubble growth time is equal
to saturation temperature 𝑇𝑠 corresponding to the working
pressure; (iv) the pressure in the initial bubble is based on
Yong-Laplace equation:
2𝜎
𝑝V = 𝑝𝑙 +
,
𝑟

(6)

where 𝜎 is surface tension coefficient, N/m.
3.2.1. Micro-Layer Liquid Evaporation Model on the Bottom of
Growing Bubble. Experimental results [14] showed that there
is a liquid micro-layer existing at the bottom of bubble during
bubble growth, and it is very important to the process. The
convectional heat transfer through this layer can be ignored
due to its small thickness. Thus, the heat flux through the
micro-layer liquid can be estimated as
𝑞=𝜆

𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇V
,
𝛿

(7)

where 𝜆 is the thermal conductivity of the liquid, W/(m⋅K);
𝑇𝑤 is the temperature of the heating wall, K; 𝑇V is the
vapor temperature of growing bubble, K; 𝛿 is the micro-layer
thickness under the bubble bottom, m.
The micro-layer thickness for growing bubble on nucleation site was calculated by [15]
𝛿=

𝜌V ℎ𝑓𝑔 𝑑

𝜋
Pr1/2 ,
√
𝜌
𝑐
Δ𝑇
8 3 𝑙 𝑝𝑙 𝑤

(8)

where 𝜌V is vapor density, kg/m3 ; ℎ𝑓𝑔 is latent heat of vaporization, kJ/kg; 𝑐𝑝𝑙 is the specific heat at constant pressure,
kJ/(kg⋅K); 𝜌𝑙 is liquid density, kg/m3 ; Δ𝑇𝑤 is wall superheated,
K; 𝑑 is bubble diameter, m; Pr is the liquid Prandtl number.
The micro-layer thickness for sliding bubble on nucleation site was calculated by [16]
𝛿 = 1.3 (

]𝑙 𝐻 1/2
) ,
𝑢

(9)

where ]𝑙 is liquid dynamic viscosity, m2 /s; 𝐻 is the height of
sliding bubble, m; 𝑢 is the velocity of bubble slide, m/s.
The mass transferring from the micro-liquid layer to
vapor bubble can be estimated by
𝐺=

𝑞
,
ℎ𝑓𝑔

(10)

where ℎ𝑓𝑔 is the latent heat, kJ/kg; 𝑞 is the heat flux through
the micro-layer, kW/m2 . 𝐺 is the net mass flow rate per unit
area, kg/(m2 ⋅s).
Because Fluent is the CFD software which is based on the
FVM (finite volume method), the mass source which is added
to the continuity equation is the mass flow rate per volume,
kg/(m3 ⋅s),
𝑚𝑗 =

𝛼V 𝑆𝑗
∑𝑗 𝛼V × 𝑉𝑗

𝐺,

(11)

where 𝑚𝑗 is the mass transfer rate proportional to vapor bubble volume fraction in the 𝑗th cell of vapor-liquid interface
region. 𝑆𝑗 is the area of the 𝑗th grid. 𝑉𝑗 is the volume of the
𝑗th grid.
3.2.2. Interfacial Bubble Heat and Mass Transfer Model.
Vapor-liquid interface is quite important for bubble growth.
When the radius of bubble is relatively small, the whole
bubble is submerged in superheated liquid layer. Heat will
transfer to bubble from the superheated liquids through
the bubble interface, and the diameter will be increased
consequently. When the diameter of bubble increases to a
certain scale, the bubble interfacial area will be divided into
two parts; one is submerged in the superheated liquid layer
where the heat would be transferred from the superheated
liquid to the bubble; the other one is submerged in subcooled
liquid where the vapor in the top of bubble would be
condensed and the heat would be transferred from bubble to
the subcooled liquid through the interfacial areas.
According to classical analysis of the evaporation and
condensation [15], the net mass flux at the phases interface
could be estimated by Hertz-Knudsen-Schrage Equation [16]:
𝐺=

𝑝 (𝑇 )
𝑝
𝑀
2
√
(𝜎 𝑠 𝑙 − 𝜎𝑐 V ) ,
2 − 𝜎𝑐 2𝜋𝑅 𝑒 √𝑇𝑙
√𝑇V

(12)

where 𝐺 is the net mass flow rate per unit area, kg/(m2 ⋅s);
𝑅 is the universal gas constant, J/(mol⋅K); 𝑀 is the mass
per mole, (kg/mol); 𝑇𝑙 is the liquid temperature of the
vapor-liquid interface, K; 𝑝𝑠 is the saturation liquid pressure
corresponding to 𝑇𝑙 , Pa; 𝑇V is the vapor temperature within
bubble, K; 𝑝V is the vapor pressure in the growing bubble,
𝜎𝑒 is the evaporation coefficient of the vapor-liquid interface,
and 𝜎𝑐 is the condensation coefficient of the vapor-liquid
interface, respectively.
Under the conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium, the
mass transfer mechanism representing evaporation coefficient will be not distinguished from the ones of the condensation coefficient; and ones often have the simplification of
𝜎𝑒 = 𝜎𝑐 [17]. For a curved interface, an analogous equation
can be deduced [18–20]:
𝐺=

𝑝
4𝜎𝑒
𝑀 𝑝𝑠 (𝑇𝑙 )
√
− V ).
(
4 − 3𝜎𝑒 2𝜋𝑅
√𝑇𝑙
√𝑇V

(13)

When 𝐺 > 0, the net mass from liquid will enter into the
bubble through the vapor-liquid interface; when 𝐺 < 0, the
net mass from bubble will enter into the liquid through the
interface.
The heat flux due to the phase change in the 𝑗th cell of
vapor-liquid interface region can be defined by
𝑞𝑗 = 𝑚𝑗 ⋅ ℎ𝑓𝑔 .

(14)

It should be known that 𝑚𝑗 is the mass source term of the
continuity equation and the heat flux 𝑞 is the energy source
term of the energy equation according to VOF model, W/m3 .
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Figure 2: Dynamic contact angle at bubble base during flow boiling [23].

3.2.3. The Dynamic Contact Angle Model. The three-phase
moving contact line is a fundamental problem in multiphase
flow. A material contact angle (given by Young’s equation) can
be defined at a position microscopically close to the contact
line. Due to the hysteresis, there are many stable contact
angles for a given system, of which the largest is called the
advancing angle and the smallest the receding angle. When
the contact line is moving, the dynamic contact angle differs
from its equilibrium counterpart and can be beyond the
range limited by the static advancing and receding angles 𝛽re .
The apparent contact angle is generally used as an auxiliary
concept in studying the contact line dynamics, which is the
angle formed between the wall and a line tangent to the
interface at a certain distance from the apparent contact line.
Contact angle is important for flow boiling, including
static contact angle and dynamic contact angle. The static
contact angle reflects wetting property of fluid. When one
fluid on the wall was displaced by another, the relationship
between the contact angle and wet property becomes very
complex due to the contact angle hysteresis phenomenon,
this time the contact angle named dynamic angle, which was
influenced by fluid property, wall property, and the velocity
of three-phase moving contact line. The contact angle was
continued to be studied, while there are still no certain
correlations for analysis [21–23].
Dynamic contact angle at bubble base during nucleate
pool boiling was discussed in many present papers, while
dynamic contact angle in the flow boiling was less studied.
Because of the quasi-steady drag in the flow direction and
buoyancy force, the character dynamic contact angle in flow
boiling is very different from that in pool boiling. Figure 2
shows the dynamic contact angle in flow boiling. 𝛽𝑢 and
𝛽𝑑 were the dynamic contact angles of bubble behavior on
the flow boiling [24]; 𝜃 was the incline angle. In bubble
detachment heating wall, the contact area at bottom of growing bubble reduces and the three-phase contact line moves
towards vapor phase, the contact angle named advancing
contact angle, 𝛽𝑢 = 𝛽𝑑 , while it can be seen that the receding
contact angle and advancing contact angle at different time
are 𝛽𝑢 ≠ 𝛽𝑑 in the flow boiling system.

Y
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Wall

g

Y
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Figure 3: Schematic of the mesh structure.

3.3. Geometry, Boundary Conditions, and Working Conditions.
In present work, a single bubble growth process has been
simulated in subcooled flow boiling in a narrow channel.
Due to the symmetrical characteristic in the wide side of the
bubbles, it can be simplified to a three-dimensional geometry
structure Figure 3(a). In the simulation geometry structure
model, the vertical rectangular narrow channel has an inlet
section of 2 mm × 2 mm and a length of 𝐿 = 10 mm.
Based on the assumption of the bubble growth model,
there is a small bubble on heating wall at the initial stage of
the simulation. The diameter of the small bubble is calculated
by the Han and Griffith correlation equation [11]

𝑟min =

𝛿 (𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑠 ) [
12 (𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑙 ) 𝜎𝑇𝑠 ]
. (15)
1 − √1 −
2
3 (𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑙 )
𝛿 (𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑠 ) ℎ𝑓𝑔 𝜌V
]
[
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Table 1: Typical working condition.
Pressure/MPa

Bulk velocity
𝑢/m⋅s−1

Wall superheated
Δ𝑇𝑤 /K

Subcooling
Δ𝑇sub /K

Dynamic contact angle
𝛽re /𝛽ad (∘ )

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.6

0.05
0.05
0.1
0.1
0.17

10
10
15
10
6

10
20
20
5
20

70/35
70/35
70/45
65/25
65/15

X (m)

X (m)

)

(m

0.002

X (m)

−0.002
0
0.002

)

0

(m

−0.002
0
0.002

Z

0

(m
)

(m
)

0
0.0005
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Figure 4: The evolution of bubble shape in bubble growth and detachment process on case 1.

In this paper, 𝑟min is ranged from 20 𝜇m to 50 𝜇m in the
subcooled flow boiling.
Mesh around the bubble has been refined to obtain
the details of bubble growth; Figure 3(b) shows the mesh
through the center of bubble in 𝑋𝑌 plane. According to mesh
sensitivity testing, the number of meshes (120000) is suitable
for simulation. The heating wall temperature keeps constant
while the other wall is adiabatic. The inlet of the channel is set
as velocity-inlet condition, and the outlet is set as pressureoutlet condition. The viscous model is the laminar model.
Table 1 is the working conditions as flowing.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Bubble Growth Process
4.1.1. Bubble Shape Evolution during Bubble Growth and
Detachment Process. The evolution of bubble shape in subcooled flow boiling would be impacted by a couple of factors.
Figure 4 shows the evolution process on case 1. Figure 5(a)
is the curve of bubble diameter in the time of bubble growth
and detachment. Figure 5(b) is the comparison of simulation
results with experimental results obtained by Chen et al.
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Figure 5: (a) The bubble diameter in bubble growth and detachment
process on case 1. (b) Comparison between simulation and experimental results of bubble grow cures.

[25], and it is found that the bubble growth curves based
on CFD simulation agree well with the experimental results
with uncertainty less than ±25%. Figure 6 is typical images
of bubble shape in bubble growth and detachment process in
forced convective subcooled flow boiling [26].
As shown in Figure 4, there is a growing bubble at
the nucleation site on the heating wall. The nucleation site
coordinates are 𝑥 = 0.0 m, 𝑦 = 0.005 m. At the initial
time of bubble growth (0.1–0.4 ms), due to high pressure
in the bubble, bubble growth is in the stage of inertial
control. A large amount of heat and mass is transferred from
the micro-layer to the bubble. The bubble grows fast as a
hemisphere. The value of bubble diameter increases from
0.2 mm to 0.54 mm. After 0.4 ms, the pressure inside bubble

decreases quickly; bubble growth in the stage is the thermal
diffusion control. As the condensation intensity gradually
enhances at the top of bubble, bubble growth rate becomes
much slower than that of the former. From 0.6 ms to 0.8 ms,
bubble expands slowly in hemisphere shape. However, with
increased bubble diameter, the force balance acting on the
growing bubble has been broken. As a result, the shape of
bubble evolves from a hemisphere to an ellipse at the time
of 𝑡 = 1.0 ms. At 𝑡 = 1.2 ms, bubble diameter increases to the
maximum value 0.71 mm. After that bubble begins to detach
from nucleation point. From 1.2 ms to 2.6 ms, the shape of
bubble evolves from ellipse to sphere and bubble diameter
decreased gradually. Bubble remains as a rough sphere until
it lifts off from the heating wall.
4.1.2. Pressure Distribution Evolution during Bubble Growth.
Figure 7 is the pressure distribution of bubble growth at
0.4 ms and 1.0 ms on case 1. As shown in Figure 6, in the
bubble growth process, the pressure is identical in different
regions inside vapor bubble. The pressure inside the bubble is
higher than that of the flow liquid around the bubble. Farther
away from the bubble, the pressure of the flow liquid becomes
much higher. At 𝑡 = 0.4 ms, the value of gauge pressure inside
bubble is 1930 Pa. Away from the top of bubble, there is a
flow liquid region with the minimum pressure, whose gauge
pressure value is 1880 Pa. At 𝑡 = 1.0 ms, the value of gauge
pressure inside bubble is 1539 Pa. The minimum pressure of
flow liquid region is at the two sides of the growing bubble.
Figure 8 presents the pressure evolution inside a bubble
during bubble growth and detachment on case 1. As a
whole trend, the pressure inside the bubble is decreased
continuously. From 0.1 ms to 0.6 ms, the bubble growth is
in the inertial control stage. Bubble expands rapidly leading
to the dramatic pressure drop inside bubble. From 0.6 ms to
1.2 ms, the bubble growth is in the thermal diffusion control
stage. The bubble growth rate is relatively low and stable. The
pressure inside the bubble fluctuates from 1500 Pa to 2000 Pa.
From 1.2 ms to 2.6 ms, the bubble is in detaching. Because of
the intensive condensation of a departing bubble caused by
subcooled liquid, the bubble diameter dramatically decreases
and the pressure inside bubble drops rapidly also.
4.1.3. Velocity Field of Growing Bubble. Figure 9 shows the
velocity vector field at 𝑡 = 1.0 ms, 𝑡 = 2.8 ms on case
1. According to the analysis of the pressure filed around a
bubble, eddies are formed by the pressure discrepancy around
the bubble. As shown at 𝑡 = 1.0 ms, eddies can be observed
on both sides of the growing bubble. The eddy accelerates
contraction of the vapor-liquid interface at bottom of bubble,
which leads to bubble shape changing from ellipsoid to
approximate sphere. As the eddies transfer subcooled liquid
to the heating wall on both sides of bubble, the microconvection in the vicinity of bubble is enhanced, which
would increase heat transfer significantly. At 𝑡 = 2.8 ms, the
difference of the fluid velocity on both sides of the departing
bubble is quite evident, which accelerates bubble departing
from the heating wall.
Figure 10 shows the velocity curve along the centerline of bubble in different bubble growth times. It shows
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the mainstream liquid region around bubble, the velocity
increases gradually and at the vapor-liquid interface the
velocity fluctuation appears. From 0.2 ms to 1.2 ms, with
increase of bubble growth time, the velocity inside the bubble
gradually reduced.
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Figure 8: The gauge pressure inside bubble varying with bubble
growth and detachment time on case 1.

4.2. The Dynamic Contact Angle Bubble Shape Evolution.
Figure 11 is the evolution of bubble shape from bubble growth
to movement on different conditions of case 2 to case 5.
It can be seen that the bulk velocity, liquid subcooling,
wall superheat, and vapor-liquid contact angle will lead
to different bubble dynamic. Figure 12 shows the dynamic
contact angle and the incline angle changes with different
working conditions. It can be seen that the dynamic contact
angles 𝛽𝑢 and 𝛽𝑑 are keeping constant in bubble growth;
meanwhile 𝛽𝑢 is equal to 𝛽𝑑 ; 𝛽𝑢 = 𝛽𝑑 . For example in case
2, the dynamic contact angles 𝛽𝑢 and 𝛽𝑑 are 45∘ in bubble
growth; in case 3, the dynamic contact angles 𝛽𝑢 and 𝛽𝑑 are
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60∘ in bubble growth; in case 4 the dynamic contact angles
𝛽𝑢 and 𝛽𝑑 are 60∘ in bubble growth; in case 5 the dynamic
contact angles 𝛽𝑢 and 𝛽𝑑 are 63∘ in bubble growth. According
to contact angle hysteresis theory, the dynamic contact angle
values varied between the receding contact angle 𝛽re and the
advancing angle 𝛽ad on the heating wall in the heterogeneous
boiling system. The numerical results of dynamic contact
angle in bubble growth results agreed with this theory. Based
on the numerical results, the incline angles are all 0∘ in case 2

to case 5. It means that the incline angle is little influenced by
working conditions on bubble growth process.
When bubble was on the stage of detachment or sliding
on the wall, bubble shape and the dynamic contact angle
were strongly influenced by working condition. As shown
in Figure 12(a), bubble changes slowly from the ellipsoidal
shape on the heating wall to spherical shape; the contact area
at bottom of bubble on the heating wall slowly decreases
during bubble departure progress. As shown in Figure 12(a),
during the bubble departure from heating wall on case 2,
the dynamic contact angles 𝛽𝑢 and 𝛽𝑑 gradually reduced
compared with bubble growth. In a certain moment 𝛽𝑢 and
𝛽𝑑 keep constant and 𝛽𝑢 was equal to 𝛽𝑑 . The characteristic
of dynamic contact angles 𝛽𝑢 and 𝛽𝑑 on bubble departure
and sliding progress still followed the theory of contact angle
hysteresis phenomenon; the numerical results of dynamic
contact angle on the progress of bubble growth or detachment
or sliding from the heating wall varied between receding
contact angle 𝛽re and the advance contact angle 𝛽ad which
was defined as boundary conditions. The incline angle kept
constant during bubble determent: 𝜃 = 0∘ . As shown in
Figure 12(b), the characteristic of dynamic contact angle and
incline angle in case 3 was the same as in case 2. As shown
in Figure 12(c), in case 4 bubble shape was ellipsoidal shape
at the beginning of bubble sliding on the heating wall and
persistently changed during bubble sliding on the heating
wall. The dynamic contact angles 𝛽𝑢 and 𝛽𝑑 changed rapidly
at the beginning of bubble sliding and kept constant when
bubble sliding velocity became stable, while 𝛽𝑢 was not
equal to 𝛽𝑑 . The incline angle 𝜃 varied from 0∘ to −40∘ at
the beginning of bubble sliding on the wall. As shown in
Figure 12(d) the characteristic of dynamic contact angle and
incline angle in case 5 was the same as in case 4 while the
incline angle 𝜃 varied from 0∘ to −40∘ at the beginning of
bubble sliding on the wall.
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Figure 11: The evolution of bubble shape from bubble growth to movement on different conditions.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a numerical investigation on the bubble growth
in subcooled flow boiling has been proposed, and several
conclusions are obtained as follows.
(1) A mechanism model for bubble growth in subcooled
flow boiling has been proposed in this study, and
the bubble growth curve is obtained based on CFD
simulation; the simulation results agree with the
experimental results with uncertainty within ±25%.
(2) The evolution of bubble shape is complicated. At
the initial time of bubble growth, a large amount of

heat and mass transfers through the micro-layer into
the bubble and the bubble grows fast and expands
rapidly as a hemisphere. As the condensation gradually enhances at the top of bubble, bubble growth rate
becomes much slower than that of before. The forces
acting on a growing bubble have significant effect on
the bubble evolution.
(3) There are eddies around the growing bubble. The eddy
accelerates contraction of the vapor-liquid interface
at the bottom of the bubble, which leads to bubble
shape changing and bubble detachment, and this will
enhance the of micro-convection heat transfer in the
vicinity of a bubble.
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Figure 12: The contact angle degree curve in different condition.

Nomenclature
𝐸:
𝐹:
ℎ𝑓𝑔 :
𝑚:
𝑀:
𝑝:
𝑞:
𝑟:
𝑅:
𝑆:
𝑡:
𝑇:
𝑢:
𝑥, 𝑦:
𝛿:
𝜎:
𝜎𝑒 , 𝜎𝑐 :

Energy
Surface tension force
Latent heat, kJ/kg
The net mass flow rate per unit area, kg/(m2 ⋅s)
Mass per mole, kg/mol
Pressure, Pa
Heat flux, kW/m2
Bubble radius, m
Universal gas constant, J/(mol⋅K)
The mass source term
Time, s
Temperature, K
Velocity, m/s
Coordinate axis
Micro-layer thickness under the bubble bottom, m
Surface tension coefficient, N/m
Coefficient of the vapor-liquid interface

𝛼:
𝜌:
𝜆:
Δ𝑇:

Volume fraction
Density, kg/m3
Thermal conductivity of liquid, W/(m⋅K)
The temperature difference, K.

Subscripts
𝑙:
V:
𝑤:
𝑠:
𝑒:
𝑐:
𝑖:

Liquid
Vapor
Wall
Saturated
Evaporation
Condensation
𝑖th fluid component.
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Falling water film on an inclined plane is studied by shadowgraphy. The ranges of inclination angle and the film Reynolds number
are, respectively, up to 21∘ and 60. Water is used as working fluid. The scenario of wave regime evolution is identified as three
distinctive regimes, namely, initial quiescent smooth film flow, two-dimensional regular solitary wave pattern riding on film flow,
and three-dimensional irregular wave pattern. Three characteristic parameters of two-dimensional solitary wave pattern, namely,
inception length, primary pulse spacing, and propagation velocity, are examined, which are significant in engineering applications
for estimation of heat and mass transfer on film flow. The present experimental data are well in agreement with the Koizumi correlations, the deviation from which is limited to 20% and 15%, respectively, for primary pulse spacing and propagation velocity. Through
the scrutiny of the present experimental observation, it is concluded that wave evolution on film flow at the moderate Reynolds
number is controlled by gravity and drag and the Rayleigh-Taylor instability that occurred on the steep front of primary pulse triggers the disintegration of continuous two-dimensional regular solitary wave pattern into three-dimensional irregular wave pattern.

1. Introduction
Falling thin film flow has special applications in nuclear
engineering due to its unique advantages, namely, high
thermal efficiency, zero pumping power consumption, and
low flow rate. For AP1000 nuclear plants, film flow falling
down from a storage tank is the core safety measure of
the Passive Cooling Containment System (PCCS). In seawater thermal desalination powered by nuclear energy, pure
water is produced via evaporation of film flow attached to
tube-bundle surface in multiple-effect evaporators due to its
high thermal efficiency. To meet the demand of engineering
applications, Yu and Cheng [1] investigated statistically falling
film on large-scale plates to develop an empirical correlation
among flowrate, film thickness, and wave characteristics.
However, as well known, the behaviors of heat and mass
transfer of film flow are more dependent on film topography
and surface wave dynamics than substrate layer flow. Thus,
in this paper, flow pattern and wave characteristics on film

flow are experimentally scrutinized to explore the surface
topological change for evaluation of heat and mass transfer
on film flow from the physical viewpoint.
The wave evolution of falling film is mainly controlled
by the Reynolds number, which Portalski [2] used to classify
wave mode of falling film flow. Our experiments cover
the film Reynolds number in the moderate range from 10
to 60, the corresponding wave modes under which span
pseudolaminar up to pseudoturbulent regime [2]. Film flow
at the moderate Reynolds number has many applications
in industry [3]. At the moderate Reynolds number, it has
been established that waves, appearing on a smooth surface,
develop quickly into two-dimensional ordered solitary wave
pattern featured by the primary pulse preceding with a series
of small capillary ripples, and then the pattern is readily
susceptible to precipitate breakup into three-dimensional
chaotic wave pattern [4]. To discern wave structure and
characteristics, small inclination angle (up to 20∘ ) is used in
this experiments to slow down its spacial variation.

2
In this present experiments, initial disturbance of falling
film flows is imposed in the natural excitation way. Twodimensional solitary wave riding on film flow is investigated
in this study, including its dynamics, interaction with each
other, and transition to three-dimensional complex disordered wave pattern. Two-dimensional solitary wave on film
flow was first recorded in the P. L. Kapitza and S. P. Kapitza’s
pioneering work [5]. It exhibits rich information of coherent
structure and nonlinear hydrodynamics of wavy film flow
and intrigues a lot of theoretical and numerical investigations
on its behaviors and characteristics. Most of previous experimental researches of two-dimensional solitary wave on film
flow [4, 6] were limited on forcing excitation by introducing single-frequency disturbance at film entrance, which is
however different from practical scenarios of film flow due
to the linear filtering nature and the effect of inescapable
surrounding noise. Because instabilities of film flow are
noise-sustained [7], falling film flow dynamics are considerately affected by the inlet conditions. Natural disturbances
(white noise) introduced into inlet evolve on film flow with
different scenarios from artificially introduced excitation in
inlet. The study of our present experiment is carried out
under natural excitation, which is meaningful for engineering
applications, as mentioned above in the PCCS of the AP1000
nuclear reactor and the multiple-effect evaporator in seawater desalination. Meanwhile, the previous experimental
works on two-dimensional solitary wave on film flow mostly
focused on variation of local film thickness [8, 9]. In this
study, two key parameters of two-dimensional solitary wave
on film flow, namely, primary pulse spacing (wave length)
and its propagation velocity, are paid attention to, which are
significant to estimate heat and mass transfer for film flow.
On the triggering mechanism of transition of twodimensional ordered solitary pattern into disordered threedimensional pattern, it has not yet got well elucidated and no
agreement has been achieved. Liu et al. [3] roughly redefined
the transition as a secondary instability, which is assumed
to initiate coalescence, and splitting processes of twodimensional solitary wave fronts and furthermore evolve into
complicated three-dimensional disordered patterns. Park and
Nosoko [10] conjectured that the capillary instability (the
Plateau-Rayleigh instability) occurring at the valley right next
to primary solitary pulse triggers the transition due to its
large curvature, which results in necking breakup of solitary
pulse. So there is need to clarify the mechanism in this study.
Furthermore, all the previous works on the transition issue
are addressed to forcing excitation in inlet. In this paper, the
transition to three-dimensional instability on film flow under
natural disturbance in inlet is examined, which is motivated
by the noise-sustained behavior of film flow instability.
In the present experiments, distilled water is used as
working fluid. The shadowgraphic technique is employed
to visualize wave structure and flow pattern and measure
variables over liquid film. The method is low-cost and highsensitive to film thickness. It can obtain readily the detail
contour of film topography.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of experimental system.

2. Experiment Apparatus and Procedure
The experimental system used in the present study is shown
schematically in Figure 1. The experiments are conducted
at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. Distilled
water is pumped into a head tank through a filter to remove
contamination. The head tank is constructed into three
compartments to regulate the film Reynolds number and
meanwhile isolate the disturbances out of pump vibration.
The right compartment is linked to water feed from the
filter. Water brims into the middle compartment and then
further spills into the left draining compartment. In such a
way, water level in the middle compartment is kept smooth
and steady. The left one is used to drain the brimming
water from the middle compartment. Water flows through a
silicone tube, one end of which is linked to the bottom drain
hole of the middle compartment, into a specially designed
apparatus to produce water film flow. The film Reynolds
number is regulated by adjusting the partition height of the
middle compartment to change pressure head of film flow.
The volumetric flow rate of film flow is measured with a flask
and a stopwatch at the exit of the apparatus.
The apparatus for producing water film is schematically
shown in Figure 2. The film plate is made of flat Plexiglas
with 0.80 m in length and 0.30 m in width, which is fixed
on a rectangular Plexiglas framework. To spread uniformly
film flow on the film plate and minimize the effect of
wetting difference along the film plate, a small portion is
partitioned by a bar at the top of the film plate, in which
multiple intertwined layers of 150 𝜇 sintered wire mesh with
fabric thread are tightly stuffed. Water flows into the test
section through the gap between the bar and the film plate.
The apparatus is mounted on a supporting structure, which
stands on a rubber pad to reduce any building vibration. The
inclination angle can be continuously adjusted in the range of
0–45∘ from horizontal plane.
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Figure 2: Apparatus of generating a falling water film.
Figure 3: Regular streak-like wave pattern, 𝛽 = 8∘ and Re = 22.

Water film is illuminated with a stroboscope and its
shadow on a screen is captured with a Charge Coupled Device
(CCD) digital video camera synchronized with the stroboscope. The stroboscope flashes at the rate of 30–14000 FPM
with 0.1 FPM in both resolution and accuracy. Wave velocity
is calculated from the displacement of the same wave peak
and the time interval. The procedure is performed for a
number of frames that are selected randomly. The average of
measured values derived in this manner is defined as wave
velocity for a certain experimental condition. The uncertainty
of a measured wave velocity is less than approximately
0.0008 m/s. Wave separation is measured in a frame, in which
at least two wave peaks are contained. As in wave velocity
measurement, a number of frames are selected randomly. The
average of measured values is taken as wave separation. The
uncertainty of wave separation is less than 0.001 m.

3. Results and Discussion
Film flow is investigated at the moderate Reynolds number
from 10 to 60. The experimental observations in the present
study show wave on film flow in natural excitation is spatially
evolved in three modes based on film topographical variation
and wave pattern. In the entrance region of film flow, a
train of equally spaced streaks appears on the surface of
falling film, as shown in Figure 3, which is defined as the
first mode. The lasting length of the first mode depends
on the Reynolds number and the inclined angle of film
plate. Then, wave evolution on film flow enters the second
mode, featured with two-dimensional ordered solitary wave
pattern, seen in Figure 4. The structure of solitary wave
is characteristic of a large-amplitude primary pulse with
steep front preceded with a series of capillary ripples, the
amplitudes of which are decreased one by one downstream.
Further downstream, two-dimensional ordered solitary wave
pattern is precipitately transformed into three-dimensional
irregular wave pattern, for example, discrete crater-like and
caterpillar-like structures, as illustrated in Figure 5, which is
defined as the third mode.

Figure 4: Two-dimensional regular wave packet, 𝛽 = 13∘ and Re =
32.

3.1. Spatial Development of Two-Dimensional Solitary. Wave
evolution in two-dimensional solitary wave pattern is one
significant stage of film flow in an inclined plate, which has
great effect on heat transfer distribution. Two-dimensional
solitary wave pattern starts appearing at a certain distance
from the inlet and forms a train of solitary primary pulses
downstream, which signals the inception of two-dimensional
solitary wave pattern on film flow. They are almost equally
spaced between each other with nearly flat film portion. Wave
evolution in the two-dimensional solitary wave pattern is a
typical convective instability, which is just modulated in the
stream-wise direction and held stationary in the transverse
direction. In our experiments, primary pulses are bulged out
at the central plane due to sidewall effect, the shape of which
is just reflection of the transverse distribution of the surface
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Table 1: Inception length of two-dimensional solitary.
Inclination
angle

Reynolds
number

Inception length of
two-dimensional solitary

8∘
13∘
21∘

21.2∼28.3
18.2∼29.2
56.7∼57.1

∼37
∼26
∼18.5

4.5

Primary pulse spacing, 𝜆 cm

4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

Re

Figure 5: Two-dimensional regular wave packet, 𝛽 = 13∘ and Re =
56.

velocity. In this study, the following statistical qualities of
two-dimensional solitary wave pattern are extracted, namely,
inception length of two-dimensional solitary wave pattern,
primary pulse spacing, and its propagation velocity, from the
wave profile along the central stream-wise plane to diminish
the sidewall effect.
Inception Length of Two-Dimensional Solitary. The inception
length of two-dimensional solitary wave pattern is defined
as the distance from the inlet where the first visible twodimensional solitary wave pattern can be recognized based on
naked eye. In our investigation, the inception lengths of twodimensional solitary wave pattern fall into the range of 20 cm
to 40 cm, as shown in Table 1, the values of which are consistent with those of Jones and Whitaker [11] observations (30–
60 cm) at the comparable inclination angle and the Reynolds
number. The experimental results show that the inception
length of solitary wave pattern is decreased with inclination
angle and little dependent on the Reynolds number. So it is
inferred that wave evolution at the moderate Reynolds number is still dominated by drag and gravity and the contribution
of inertial force is not yet up to such a degree to change the
global evolution trend of two-dimensional solitary wave.
Primary Pulse Spacing. Two-dimensional solitary wave pattern is regularly spaced in sequence with coherent structure.
In our investigation, the average primary pulse spacing is
in the range of 2–5 cm, as shown in Figure 6, the value
of which falls into the range of gravity-driven wave and is
in agreement with Jones and Whitaker [11] and Koizumi et
al. [12] experiments. The experimental data reveal that the

Water at incli. 8∘
Water at incli. 13∘
Water at incli. 21∘

Figure 6: Separation spacing between adjacent solitary pulses.

dependence of the primary pulse spacing on inclination angle
and the Reynolds number is the same as for inception length
of solitary.
Solitary Wave Propagation Velocity. Due to riding on falling
film flow, the propagation velocity of solitary wave results
from both wave propagation itself and convection of surface
film flow [13]. In this study, the propagation velocity is
normalized with the Nusselt mean film velocity, as it is
reduced to the ratio of 𝐶𝑤 /𝑉Nu , in part for manifestation of
actual wave propagation and in part for comparison with the
data of other researchers. The Nusselt mean film velocity is
expressed as follows:
𝑉Nu =

𝜌𝑔ℎ2Nu
,
3𝜇

(1)

where ℎNu is Nusselt’s flat film thickness for laminar falling
film [2].
Figure 7 shows the ratio with the film Reynolds number
at different inclination angle, the trend of which is consistent
with previous experimental observations. The ratio exhibits
a larger spread in the range of 2 to 3 at Re ≤ 30, the
value of which is in agreement with the prediction of Carey
[14]. And the effect of inclination angle on wave propagation
velocity appears almost independent of it at small Reynolds
number. As the Reynolds number increases to ∼60, the ratio
asymptotically approaches a certain constant, the mechanism
of which may be that the dependence of the ratio on the
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Figure 7: Solitary wave propagation velocity.
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Koizumi correlation

Figure 8: Comparison of nondimensional primary pulse spacing
between experiments and Koizumi correlation.

Reynolds number is the same as that for the Nusselt surface
film velocity, causing the ratio to become independent on the
Reynolds number.
Dimensionless Correlations of Primary Pulse Spacing and
Propagation Velocity. Data reduction of primary pulse spacing
and propagation velocity is performed based on the Buckingham 𝜋-theorem [15] in this study. For solitary wave on free
film flow under natural excitation, primary pulse spacing 𝜆
and propagation velocity 𝐶𝑤 can be approximately treated
independently of each other. Based on physical analyses,
both of them are dependent on the five physical qualities,
that is, Γ, 𝜌, ], 𝜎, 𝑔 sin 𝛽. Thus, there are six variables in
three dimensions, that is, m, s, and kg, for both primary
pulse separation and propagation velocity in film flow. These
variables can be combined into three dimensionless groups
to correlate primary pulse spacing and propagation velocity.
Four dimensionless groups are derived in the same way as
Koizumi et al. [12]:
(a) Nondimensional propagation velocity
𝑁uw =

𝐶𝑤

1/3

(]𝑔 sin 𝛽)

.

(2)

(b) Nondimensional primary pulse spacing
𝜆
.
ℎNu

(3)

Γ
.
𝜇

(4)

𝐶𝑤
.
√𝑔 sin 𝛽ℎNu

(5)

𝑁𝜆 =
(c) Film Reynolds number
Re =
(d) Froude number
Fr =

The present data of primary pulse spacing and propagation velocity are reformulated with the film Reynolds number
and the Froude number using the Koizumi nondimensional
correlations, as shown in (6) and (7). Comparing with other
relevant correlations, Koizumi correlation is a closure relation
under the inlet boundary conditions, which requires only the
film flow rate given at the inlet, the geometrical parameters of
film plate, and the physical properties of working fluid.
𝑁𝜆 = 12.39Fr1.29 Re−0.133 ,
𝑁uw = 1.13Fr0.582 Re0.429 .

(6)
(7)

Figure 8 shows the present data of nondimensional
primary pulse spacing. The Koizumi data with water are also
presented in Figure 8 for comparison. The continuous line is
correlation (6). The deviation of all the present data from the
correlation falls into the ±20% offset strip.
The present data of nondimensional propagation velocity
are shown in Figure 9. The data of Koizumi et al. [12] for
water film on the outer wall of a vertical pipe and the data of
Takahama and Kato [16] for the water film on the inner wall of
a vertical pipe are also plotted in the figure. The continuous
line is correlation (7). The deviation of all the present data
from the correlation falls into the ±15% offset strip.
3.2. Transition to Three-Dimensional Disordered Wave Pattern. The experimental observations show that two-dimensional regular solitary wave pattern is in an unstable state
and eventually destructed into three-dimensional disordered
wave pattern. It is supposed that there are certainly some
fundamental instabilities which trigger the process at some
critical conditions. On the destruction mechanism, previous
researchers had striven to elucidate it based on some hypotheses. Park and Nosoko [10], Demekhin et al. [17], and Kofman
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Figure 9: Comparison of nondimensional propagation velocity
between experiments and Koizumi correlation.

et al. [18] attributed it to the Plateau-Rayleigh instability,
which is assumed to occur on the steep ridge between
primary solitary pulse and its immediate preceding capillary
ripple due to high concentration of surface tension force. And
Kofman et al. [18] thought that the Plateau-Rayleigh instability only has effect on the transition in a capillary region with
short-wave mode whereas for long-wave mode the transition
is triggered by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Liu et al. [3]
and Scheid et al. [19] ascribed it to 3D synchronous transverse
modulations along the trough of primary solitary pulse, but
the mechanism behind it was not yet illuminated.
Our experiments show that the transition to threedimensional disordered wave pattern from regular twodimensional solitary wave pattern is a fleeting process, which
is initiated on the wave-front of primary solitary pulse, and
then it precipitately breaks up into discontinuous irregular
patterns with different size and shape; that is, some are like
caterpillar and some are like crater, as shown in Figure 10. The
most compelling feature of three-dimensional wave pattern
is that the broken wave segments are with different size
and shape and are being evolved out of phase for successive
wave fronts, which are originally in phase and separated
from one another regularly. Such the patterns and sizes
formed are obviously different from that under the PlateauRayleigh instability, the typical pattern under which is equally
distributed bead-like with similar size and shape.
Through the scrutiny of the transition process from
the present experiments, it is found out that bubble-spike
structure is firstly formed on the steep front of solitary pulse
before the breakup of two-dimensional solitary structure.
The bubble-spike structure on interface between fluids is
typical of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability under gravity field.
Triggering the Rayleigh-Taylor instability on the solitary
pulse front, we think, is supposed to be due to steepness of

Figure 10: Three-dimensional irregular wave pattern.

solitary pulse front, which is almost vertical to the film plate.
Under the stream-wise component of gravity, the RayleighTaylor instability is induced on the front surface of solitary
pulse. In addition, the present experiments show that the
time scale of the transition process is also consistent with
characteristic time scale of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

4. Conclusions
Wave characteristics of falling film on inclination plate at the
moderate Reynolds number are experimentally investigated
using shadowgraphy, the spatial evolution scenario of which
covers from initial disturbance up to transition to threedimensional irregular wave pattern. Working fluid is water
at the room temperature and atmospheric pressure. The
following conclusions are achieved:
(1) At the moderate Reynolds number, the evolution
of surface disturbance in thin film flow under the
natural excitation manifests itself clearly by three distinctive evolution regimes along stream-wise direction, namely, initial quiescent smooth film flow, twodimensional regular solitary wave pattern riding on
film flow, and three-dimensional irregular wave pattern formed on the surface of film flow.
(2) The inception length of sensible two-dimensional
solitary wave pattern is more dependent on the
inclination angle than the Reynolds number at the
moderate Reynolds number. It is inferred that wave
evolution on film flow at the moderate Reynolds
number is controlled by gravity and drag.
(3) On the development of two-dimensional regular
solitary wave pattern, the two parameters, namely,
primary pulse spacing and propagation velocity,
which are significant to engineering applications for
estimating heat and mass transfer on film flow, are
investigated. The present experimental results of the
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two parameters are compared with the Koizumi
correlations, which is the closed correlations under
natural excitation. The deviation of the present experimental data from the correlations is limited to 20%
and 15%, respectively, for primary pulse spacing and
propagation velocity.
(4) On the transition from two-dimensional regular solitary wave pattern to three-dimensional irregular wave
pattern, it is revealed that the disintegration of continuous two-dimensional regular solitary wave pattern
is triggered by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability that
occurred on the steep front of primary pulse. This is
in disagreement with other researchers, for example,
the Plateau-Rayleigh instability and 3D synchronous
moderation.

Nomenclature
𝐶𝑤 :
Fr:
ℎNu :
𝑔:
𝑁uw :

Propagation velocity
Froude number
Nusselt flat film thickness
Gravitational acceleration
Nondimensional propagation
velocity
𝑁𝜆 : Nondimensional primary pulse
spacing
Re: Film Reynolds number
𝑉Nu : Nusselt mean film velocity
𝛽: Angle between film plate and
horizontal direction
𝜆: Primary pulse spacing
𝜇: Dynamic viscosity
𝜌: Density.
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A combined cycle that combines AWM cycle with a nuclear closed Brayton cycle is proposed to recover the waste heat rejected
from the precooler of a nuclear closed Brayton cycle in this paper. The detailed thermodynamic and economic analyses are carried
out for the combined cycle. The effects of several important parameters, such as the absorber pressure, the turbine inlet pressure,
the turbine inlet temperature, the ammonia mass fraction, and the ambient temperature, are investigated. The combined cycle
performance is also optimized based on a multiobjective function. Compared with the closed Brayton cycle, the optimized power
output and overall efficiency of the combined cycle are higher by 2.41% and 2.43%, respectively. The optimized LEC of the combined
cycle is 0.73% lower than that of the closed Brayton cycle.

1. Introduction
With the development of the world economy, the total
energy consumption increases steadily. The consumption of
the energy, especially fossil energy resources, causes and
accelerates the occurrence of many environmental problems.
Nuclear energy is an efficient energy source that plays an
important role in current energy demand. Because of its
inherent safety, the high temperature gas-cooled reactor
(HTGR) has attracted many attentions of the researchers. To
ensure the high efficiency of nuclear power plant, reasonable
thermodynamic cycle should be used. Despite the higher efficiency of HTGR, a large amount of waste heat is discharged
from the precooler of the nuclear closed Brayton cycle. Thus,
research topics focus on recovery and utilization of this low
grade thermal energy.
At present, the waste heat of the closed Brayton cycle
can be recovered by several ways, as follows: desalination,
Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC), Kalina cycle, and ammoniawater combined power/cooling cycle. Soroureddin et al.
[1] proposed the utilization of this waste heat for power
production by using ORC. Dardour et al. [2] proposed

and analyzed the utilization of waste heat from GT-MHR and
PBMR reactors for nuclear desalination of sea water. Since
Kalina [3] introduced the Kalina cycle with the ammoniawater mixture as the working fluid, at least 30 new cycles
based on the Kalina cycle have been presented. Goswami
[4] also put forward a combined power/cooling cogeneration
cycle with ammonia-water mixture as working fluid. For
a turbine inlet temperature and pressure of 410 K and 30
bar, the first law efficiency is 23.54%; such value is much
better than ORC or Kalina cycle [5]. Padilla et al. [6] and
Lu and Goswami [7] modified the combined power/cooling
cogeneration cycle and studied the effect of key parameters
on cycle performance. Pouraghaie et al. [8] revealed that the
efficiency of the combined power/cooling cogeneration cycle
is much higher than that of a conventional steam Rankine
cycle. Demirkaya et al. [9] also found that the combined
power/cooling cogeneration cycle has a promising prospect
for effective utilization of waste heat because of the reasonably
good matching between the temperature profiles of helium
and ammonia-water mixture in the boiler.
Meanwhile, many investigations focused on the design
and optimization of waste heat recovery system. Some studies
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the combined cycle.

optimized the system according to the net power output,
cooling output, first law efficiency, and second law efficiency
[8–10]. Shengjun et al. [11] used five indicators: thermal
efficiency, exergy efficiency, recovery efficiency, and so on, to
optimize the subcritical ORC system and transcritical cycle.
Guo et al. [12] used the net power output per unit mass flow
rate of hot source, ratio of total heat transfer area to net power
output, and electricity production cost to screen working
fluids. Coskun et al. [13] proposed four cycles to utilize the
geothermal energy and selected one cycle to optimize for
the turbine inlet pressure that would generate maximum
power output, energy, and exergy efficiencies. Zare et al.
[14] carried out an exergoeconomic analysis for a combined
GT-MHR/Kalina cycle and compared the performance with
the Gas Turbine-Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR) plant.
Bahlouli et al. [15] perform a parametric study and multiobjective optimization for a bottoming cycle of a trigeneration
system with HCCI engine as prime mover. Feng et al. [16]
conducted a sensitivity analysis for low temperature ORCs
(Organic Rankine Cycles), as well as the thermos-economic
comparison between the basic ORC and regenerative ORC.
According to the studies proposed in the public literatures, few investigations focused on the system economic
analysis of the combined cycle, especially the evaluation of the
levelized energy cost (LEC). In this paper, a combined cycle,
in which a power/cooling cogeneration cycle is integrated
into the nuclear closed Brayton cycle, is proposed to recover
and utilize the waste heat rejected from the precooler of
the closed Brayton cycle. Based on a detailed parametric

analysis, a multiobjective function 𝐹(𝑋), integrating the
overall efficiency and the system cost, is used to optimize the
thermodynamic and the economic performances of the combined cycle. So the main contributions of the paper are the
combined system analysis and multiobjective optimization
according to several important parameters.

2. System Description and Assumptions
A schematic diagram of the proposed combined cycle is
shown in Figure 1. The nuclear core of HTGR is the heat
source of the closed Brayton cycle. High pressure helium,
as the coolant and the working fluid [2], is heated in the
reactor and then enters the gas turbine (state 1) for expansion
to convert thermal energy into shaft power, thereby driving
the compressors and the electric generator on a single shaft.
Since the temperature of the exhaust gas from the turbine
(state 2) is still high, a recuperator is equipped to utilize the
energy of the exhaust gas from the gas turbine, in which the
cold helium from the compressor (state 6) is preheated by
the turbine exhaust gas. Then, the exhaust gas flows through
the precooler to be cooled (state 5). The cooled helium has
low pressure and low temperature after the precooler (state 5)
and is compressed by the compressor (state 6). Helium with
high pressure and low temperature enters the other side of
the recuperator mentioned above to be preheated (state 7)
before finally flowing into the reactor core to be heated again
to repeat the thermodynamic cycle.
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Table 1: Energy relations for the equipment of closed Brayton cycle and AWM cycle.
Cycle

Closed Brayton cycle

Equipment
Reactor core
Turbine
Recuperator
Precooler
Compressor

AWM cycle

Boiler
Rectifier
HT recuperator
Absorber
Turbine
Cooler
Pump
Throttle valve

Energy equations
𝑄core = 𝑚1 (ℎ1 − ℎ7 )
𝑊𝑇 = 𝑚1 (ℎ1 − ℎ2𝑠 ) 𝜂𝑠,𝑇
(ℎ2 − ℎ3 ) = (ℎ7 − ℎ6 )
𝑄precooler = 𝑚1 (ℎ4 − ℎ5 )
𝑚 (ℎ − ℎ5 )
𝑊𝐶 = 1 6𝑠
𝜂𝑠,𝐶
𝑚1 (ℎ3 − ℎ4 ) = 𝑚12 ℎ12 + 𝑚17 ℎ17 − 𝑚11 ℎ11 − 𝑚13 ℎ13
𝑚14 ℎ14 + 𝑚13 ℎ13 + 𝑚11 (ℎ11 − ℎ9 ) = 𝑚12 ℎ12
𝑚17 (ℎ17 − ℎ18 ) = 𝑚10 (ℎ10 − ℎ9 )
𝑄absorber = 𝑚19 ℎ19 + 𝑚16 ℎ16 − 𝑚8 ℎ8
𝑊𝑇 = 𝑚14 (ℎ14 − ℎ15𝑠 ) 𝜂𝑠,𝑇
𝑄cool = 𝑚15 (ℎ16 − ℎ15 )
𝑚 (ℎ − ℎ8 )
𝑊𝑃 = 8 9𝑠
𝜂𝑠,𝑃
ℎ19 = ℎ18

𝜂𝑠,𝑇 , 𝜂𝑠,𝐶 , and 𝜂𝑠,𝑃 represent the isentropic efficiency of the turbine, the compressor, and the pump, respectively.

The helium flowing out from the gas turbine flows
into the hot side of the recuperator where the helium is
cooled to about 400 K. To reduce the compressor power
consumption, the helium should be cooled to about 300 K
before flowing into the compressor. Thus, the ammonia-water
power/cooling cycle (AWM), proposed by Goswami [17] in
2000, is coupled into this closed Brayton cycle to utilize the
waste heat rejected from the precooler. In this situation, the
helium flowing out from the hot side of the recuperator enters
a boiler before entering the precooler. The heat released by the
helium passing through the boiler is the heat resource of the
AWM cycle. Then, a part of the HTGR waste heat is recovered
for the AWM cycle to produce power. The AWM cycle uses
high concentration of ammonia as the working fluid, which
can be expanded to a very low temperature in the turbine.
The very low temperature ammonia-water mixture provides
refrigeration. The net effects are the production of both power
and refrigeration.
An ammonia-water mixture (state 8) is pumped to a high
pressure (state 9) and heated to boil off ammonia (state 12).
The vapor is enriched in ammonia by condensing a part of
the vapor in a rectifier (state 14). The condensate is richer
in water and returned to the boiler (state 13). The ammonia
vapor, which is almost pure ammonia, can be expanded in
a turbine to exit at a very low temperature (state 15). After
expansion in the turbine to generate power, low temperature
ammonia first provides cooling capacity in the cooler (state
16) and is absorbed by low concentration solution from the
boiler in an absorber, to form the basic ammonia-water liquid
solution to complete the cycle (state 8) [17].
The following assumptions are used in this work:
(1) The system operates in a steady state condition.
(2) Changes in kinetic and potential energies are
neglected.
(3) The pressure loss due to the frictional effects is
neglected.

(4) The turbine and the pump in the combined cycle have
isentropic efficiencies [15].
(5) The ammonia-water solution leaving the absorber
(state 8) is a saturated liquid at low pressure.

3. System Modeling
3.1. Thermodynamic Modeling. A MATLAB code has been
developed to carry out the numerical simulations for this
combined cycle. The thermodynamic properties of the states
in the closed Brayton cycle are evaluated by REFPROP 9.0.
The thermodynamic properties of the states of the bottom
cycle (AWM cycle) are evaluated by the method proposed
by Xu and Goswami [18]. For thermodynamic analysis,
the principles of mass and energy conservations as well
as the second law of thermodynamics are applied to each
component.
To simplify the calculation, just one operation condition
of the closed Brayton cycle is selected according to the
literature [19], and the parameters are listed in Table 5.
The energy relations for the equipment of combined cycle
are listed in Table 1.
For the combined cycle, the net power output can be
defined as follows:
𝑊net,Combinedcycle = 𝑊net,𝐵 + 𝑊net,AWM
= (𝑊𝑇 − 𝑊𝐶)𝐵 + (𝑊𝑇 − 𝑊𝑃 )AWM .

(1)

The overall efficiency of the combined cycle is defined as
follows:
𝜂overall,Combinedcycle =

𝑊net,𝐵 + 𝑊net,AWM + 𝑊cool
.
𝑄core

(2)
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Table 2: Comparison between the properties of the present work and those from the published literature [17].

State

T (K)

p (bar)

8
9
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

280.0
280.0
378.1
400.0
360.0
360.0
257.0
280.0
400.0
300.0

2.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
2.0
2.0
30.0
30.0

h (kJ/kg)
𝑎∗
−214.1
−211.4
246.3
1547.2
205.8
1373.2
1148.9
1278.7
348.2
−119.0

𝑏∗
−214.4
−211.6
246.7
1549.8
206.1
1374.1
1177.6
1284.6
347.9
−120.7

s (kJ/kg K)
𝑎∗
𝑏∗
−0.1060
−0.1061
−0.1083
−0.1084
1.2907
1.2924
4.6102
4.6223
1.1185
1.1201
4.1520
4.1546
4.5558
4.6702
5.0461
5.0734
1.5544
1.5563
0.2125
0.2105

x
𝑎∗
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.9432
0.6763
0.9921
0.9921
0.9921
0.4147
0.4147

𝑏∗
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.9451
0.6760
0.9938
0.9938
0.9938
0.4269
0.4269

𝑎∗ : the thermodynamic properties presented in literature [17].
𝑏∗ : the thermodynamic properties calculated in this work.

The cooling capacity is converted to equivalent power and can
be expressed as
𝑊cool

𝑄
= cool ,
cop

(3)

where cop is the coefficient of performance and set as 4 [20].
3.1.1. Verification of Ammonia-Water Thermodynamic Properties. To verify the developed thermodynamic models for
AWM cycle, the available data in the literature are used.
The comparisons between the simulation results and those
reported in the published literature are presented in Table 2.
For AWM cycle, the data in Table 2 indicate a very good
agreement between simulation results of this paper and those
in published literature [17], and the maximum deviation is
only 2.5%.
3.2. Economic Modeling. To evaluate the thermoeconomic
performance of the combined cycle, levelized energy cost
(LEC) is analyzed in this paper. Because the aim of this paper
is to evaluate the effect of AWM cycle on the thermodynamic
and economic performances of the combined cycle, the
HTGR plant (closed Brayton cycle) specific cost is assumed to
be 1073$/kW [21]. A cost of 8$/MWh is assumed for nuclear
fuel [22].
Then, the capital investment of AWM cycle is calculated.
According to the literature [23], the heat exchangers, pump,
and turbine contribute largely to the total cost. We assume
that all of the heat exchangers in AWM system are shell-andtube heat exchanger [24, 25].
The heat exchanger area can be expressed as follows:
𝐴=

𝑄
,
(𝑈Δ𝑇𝑚 )

(Δ𝑇max − Δ𝑇min )
Δ𝑇𝑚 =
,
ln (Δ𝑇max /Δ𝑇min )

Table 3: Heat transfer coefficients for heat exchangers [33].
Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)
800
900
1000
800

Component
Absorber
Separator
Cooler
Recuperator

coefficients of some heat exchangers in AWM cycle are shown
in Table 3.
The overall heat transfer coefficient of the boiler can be
calculated as follows [26]:
𝛿
1
1
1
+ +
+ 𝑅,
=
𝑈 ℎHe 𝑘 ℎaw

where ℎHe is the heat transfer coefficient of the helium;
ℎaw is the ammonia-water heat transfer coefficient and is
2000 W/(m2 K) [27] according to the characteristic of the
cycle; 𝛿 is the thickness of the heat exchanger tube; 𝑘 is the
heat conductivity of the tube; 𝑅 is the heat resistance of the
tube.
The heat transfer coefficient of the helium in the shell is
calculated by the following equations:
0.65
NuHe = 0.023 Re0.8
He PrHe (

𝑐 = 0.57 − (
ℎHe =

(4)

where 𝑄 represents the heat exchanger heat load; 𝑈 stands
for the overall heat transfer coefficient; and Δ𝑇𝑚 is the logarithmic mean temperature difference. The heat transfer

(5)

1.59
),
𝑙/𝑑

𝑇𝑤 −𝑐
) ,
𝑇𝑏
(6)

Nu 𝜆
.
𝑑

For the above equations, Re and Pr are Reynolds number
and Prandtl number, respectively. 𝑇𝑤 and 𝑇𝑏 are the temperatures of the shell and tube, respectively. 𝜆 is the thermal
conductivity coefficient. 𝑑 is the diameter or equivalent
hydraulic diameter of the heat exchanger. 𝑙 is the length of
the tube.
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Table 4: Coefficients required for the cost evaluation for each component [26].
Components
Turbine
Pump
Heat exchanger

𝐾1
3.15140
3.5790
3.2138

𝐾2
0.5890
0.3210
0.2688

𝐾3
0
0.0290
0.07961

𝐶1
0
0.1680
−0.064991

Table 5: Specifications of the combined cycle [19].
Parameters
m1 (kg/s)
𝜂𝑠,𝑃
T 1 (K)
T 5 (K)
p1 (bar)
𝜂𝑠,𝑇
𝜂𝑠,𝐶
T 3 (K)
T 7 (K)
p2 (bar)

Value
358.8
0.85
1179.1
301
67.6
0.85
0.85
398.8
855.4
31.0

The capital costs of the AWM system consist of the heat
exchanger, pump, and turbine costs and are expressed as
follows [26, 28]:
2

lg 𝐶𝑏 = 𝐾1 + 𝐾2 lg 𝑍 + 𝐾3 (lg 𝑍) ,

(7)

where 𝐶𝑏 is the estimated component cost based on US
dollars in the year of 1996. 𝑍 is a parameter related to cycle
components. For the heat exchanger, 𝑍 refers to the area
of heat exchanger, 𝐴. For the pump, 𝑍 means the power
consumption in pump, 𝑊𝑝 . For the turbine, 𝑍 represents the
power output, 𝑊out . The coefficients of 𝐾1 , 𝐾2 , and 𝐾3 are
listed in Table 4.
The capital cost 𝐶, which is corrected according to the
component materials and the pressure, is determined by (8),
as follows:
𝐶 = 𝐶𝑏 𝐹𝑏𝑚 ,

𝐶2
0
0.3480
0.05025

𝐶3
0
0.4840
0.01474

𝐹𝑏𝑚 = 𝐵1 + 𝐵2 𝐹𝑚 𝐹𝑝 ,

(9)

where 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 are the coefficients of different types of
the components and 𝐹𝑚 is the correction coefficient for
the component materials. The values of 𝐵1 , 𝐵2 , and 𝐹𝑚 are
presented in Table 4.
𝐹𝑝 represents the pressure correction coefficient and is
calculated by
2

lg 𝐹𝑝 = 𝐶1 + 𝐶2 × lg 𝑝 + 𝐶3 × (lg 𝑝) .

(10)

The coefficients of 𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , and 𝐶3 are also shown in
Table 4.

𝐵2
0
1.51
1.50

𝐹𝑚
0
1.80
1.25

𝐹𝑏𝑚
3.50
Equation (9)
Equation (9)

Thus, the cost of the AWM system in the year 1996
𝐶AWM,1996 can be evaluated as follows:
𝐶AWM,1996 = 𝐶𝐻 + 𝐶𝐸 + 𝐶𝑝 .

(11)

According to the time value of money, the cost of closed
Brayton system in the year of 2006 and the AWM system in
the year of 1996 are converted into the capital costs in the year
of 2015, respectively, and the total cost of the combined cycle
(𝐶2015 ) is their sum, as follows:
𝐶2015 = 𝐶𝐵,2006

CEPCI2015
CEPCI2015
+ 𝐶AWM,1996
,
CEPCI2006
CEPCI1996

(12)

where CEPCI1996 , CEPCI2006 , and CEPCI2015 are the chemical plant cost indexes in the years 1996, 2006, and 2015, and
the values are 382, 510, and 592, respectively [30].
The capital recovery factor (CRF) is defined as follows:
CRF =

𝑖 (1 + 𝑖)𝑇𝑠
.
(1 + 𝑖)𝑇𝑠 − 1

(13)

In this equation, 𝑖 is the discount rate and is 5% with inflation
rate zero [21]. The economic life of the combined system (𝑇𝑠 )
is 40 years.
For each year, the operation hour of the system is
calculated as follows:
OP𝑠 = 365 × 24 × 𝐿 𝑓 .

(14)

In the combined system, the levelized energy cost (LEC)
can be calculated by (14). One has
LEC =

(8)

where the coefficient 𝐹𝑏𝑚 is 3.5 for the turbine and the
coefficients 𝐹𝑏𝑚 for other components are calculated by (9)
[29] as follows:

𝐵1
0
1.80
1.80

CRF × 𝐶2015 + COM𝑠
,
(𝑊net + 𝑊cool ) × OP𝑠

(15)

where COM𝑠 is the system operation and maintenance cost
and is 1.5% of 𝐶2015 . The load factor 𝐿 𝑓 is taken as 0.75 [31].
3.3. Optimization Model. A simple thermodynamic optimization or economical optimization might draw different results, because it is difficult to ensure a global costeffective cycle design. Thus, the optimizations on both the
thermodynamics and economics are simultaneously needed
in the assessment of the combined cycle. Regarding this,
overall efficiency 𝜂overall,Combinedcycle and levelized energy cost
(LEC) are selected to build a multiobjective function as
the performance indicator in this paper. The multiobjective
optimization model is constructed as follows.
The first objective function 𝐹1 (𝑋) is expressed by the
following:
min

𝐹1 (𝑋) =

1
𝜂overall,Combinedcycle

.

(16)
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Figure 2: Variation of power output of combined cycle with
absorber pressure.

4.4

(17)

𝐹 (𝑋) = 𝛼𝐹1 (𝑋) + 𝛽𝐹2 (𝑋) ,

(18)

where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the weight coefficients of objective function
and a method proposed by P1aSAkK5 is applied to solve these
two weight coefficients [32]:
(𝐹21 − 𝐹22 )
[(𝐹12 − 𝐹11 ) + (𝐹21 − 𝐹22 )]
(𝐹12 − 𝐹11 )
[(𝐹12 − 𝐹11 ) + (𝐹21 − 𝐹22 )]

0.075

LECCombinedcycle (USD/kW h)

𝐹2 (𝑋) = LEC.

The first objective function 𝐹1 (𝑋) represents system
thermodynamic property, and the second objective function
𝐹2 (𝑋) is the thermoeconomic property.
In this paper, the method of linear weighted evaluation
function is adopted to solve the objective function optimization model [28], which contains more than two performance
indicators. The multiobjective function 𝐹(𝑋) is given by the
following:

𝛽=

4.2

Figure 3: Variation of overall efficiency of combined cycle with
absorber pressure.

The second objective function 𝐹2 (𝑋) is expressed by the
following:

𝛼=

3.8
4.0
Absorber pressure (bar)

x8 = 0.555
x8 = 0.530
x8 = 0.480

x8 = 0.555
x8 = 0.530
x8 = 0.480

min

3.6

0.074

0.073

0.072

p14 = 17 bar
T14 = 352 K
Ta = 288 K
ΔTpinch = 5 K

0.071

0.070
3.4

3.6

3.8

4.0

4.2

4.4

Absorber pressure (bar)
x8 = 0.555
x8 = 0.530
x8 = 0.480

Figure 4: Variation of LEC of combined cycle with absorber
pressure.

,
(19)
.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Effect of Absorber Pressure. The absorber pressure is the
outlet pressure of ammonia-water turbine. If the absorber
pressure is high, the working fluid cannot expand fully in
the turbine, and both the power output and overall efficiency
decrease in turn (Figures 2 and 3). Figure 4 shows that LEC
increases with increasing absorber pressure. The reason is

that the higher absorber pressure leads to less power output,
which causes the increase in LEC. However, if absorber
pressure is far less than 3.5 bar, the working fluid at the outlet
of the absorber will change into vapor-liquid mixture. This
increases the pump power consumption greatly. The relationships of 𝐹(𝑋) with the absorber pressure are demonstrated
in Figure 5. 𝐹(𝑋) increases monotonically with increasing
absorber pressure. Because the lowest 𝐹(𝑋) means the best
performance, the lower absorber pressure is beneficial for the
thermodynamic and economic performances.
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Figure 5: Variation of 𝐹(𝑋) of combined cycle with absorber
pressure.
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Figure 6: Variation of power output of combined cycle with turbine
inlet pressure.

4.2. Effect of Turbine Inlet Pressure. As shown in Figures 6 and
7, the variations of the power output and overall efficiency
with the turbine inlet pressure are presented. The enthalpy
drop across the turbine increases as the turbine inlet pressure
increases. However, the enthalpy gains because of increasing
turbine inlet pressure cannot compensate for the drop in the
vapor flow rate. Thus, the turbine work output decreases.
Owing to the decrease of vapor flow rate, both the cooling
capacity and the equivalent work of cooling capacity (𝑊cool )
increase first and then decrease. However, the equivalent
work of cooling capacity is too little compared with the power
output of the combined cycle. Hence, the power output and
overall efficiency decrease with the increasing turbine inlet
temperature.

35

Figure 7: Variation of overall efficiency of combined cycle with
turbine inlet pressure.
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Figure 8: Variation of LEC of combined cycle with turbine inlet
pressure.

As shown in Figure 8, LEC decreases at first and then
increases with increasing turbine inlet pressure. When the
ammonia mass fraction is 0.555, LEC reaches the minimum
of 0.0712 USD/(kWh) with the turbine inlet pressure of 30.5
bar. Figure 9 shows that 𝐹(𝑋) decreases first and increases
with the increasing turbine inlet pressure when the ammonia
mass fraction is 0.53 or 0.555. Thus, an optimal turbine inlet
pressure is present, and the optimal turbine inlet pressure
value is changing with the ammonia mass fraction.
4.3. Effect of Turbine Inlet Temperature. Figure 10 shows
that the power output increases with increasing turbine
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Figure 9: Variation of 𝐹(𝑋) of combined cycle with turbine inlet
pressure.

Figure 11: Variation of overall efficiency of combined cycle with
turbine inlet temperature.
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Figure 10: Variation of power output of combined cycle with turbine
inlet temperature.

inlet temperature. With fixed pressure ratio, increase in inlet
temperature leads to higher inlet enthalpy of working fluid.
The exit enthalpy of working fluid also increases at the
same time because of high exit temperature. But the increase
in enthalpy caused by the increase in inlet temperature is
more than that because of the increase in exit temperature.
Hence, the turbine work output rises up as the turbine inlet
temperature increases.
Because the increasing turbine inlet temperature
increases cooler inlet temperature, the equivalent work of
cooling capacity (𝑊cool ) declines. However, the increase of
power output compensates for the drop in the equivalent

Ta = 288 K
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Figure 12: Variation of LEC of combined cycle with turbine inlet
temperature.

work of cooling capacity. This fact results in the slight
increase of overall efficiency (Figure 11).
As shown in Figure 12, LEC increases with increasing
turbine inlet temperature monotonously. This fact implies
that the lower inlet temperature results in better economic
performance. Figure 13 shows that 𝐹(𝑋) changes very slightly
when the turbine inlet temperature is lower than 253 K.
4.4. Effect of Ammonia Mass Fraction. Figures 14 and 15 reveal
that the power output and overall efficiency will benefit from
increased ammonia mass fraction. Increasing the ammonia
mass fraction will improve the thermodynamic performance
of the combined cycle because the higher the ammonia
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Figure 13: Variation of 𝐹(𝑋) of combined cycle with turbine inlet
temperature.
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Figure 14: Variation of power output of combined cycle with
ammonia mass fraction.

Figure 16: Variation of LEC of combined cycle with ammonia mass
fraction.

concentration, the greater the ammonia vapor flow rate
expanding in the turbine. However, if the ammonia mass
fraction is too high, the pump power consumption will
increase greatly because the ammonia liquid mixture at the
outlet of the absorber (state 8) will change into the vaporliquid mixture.
Figure 16 shows the effect of ammonia mass fraction
on LEC. With the increase of ammonia mass fraction, LEC
decreases initially and then increases. The higher the turbine
inlet pressure, the smaller the optimal ammonia mass fraction. When the turbine inlet pressure is 17 bar, LEC reaches
the minimum of 0.0716 USD/(kWh) with an ammonia mass
fraction of 0.405. When the turbine inlet pressure is 17
bar, LEC reaches the minimum of 0.0713 USD/(kWh) with

an ammonia mass fraction of 0.545. Figure 17 presents
the variations of 𝐹(𝑋) with ammonia mass fraction. 𝐹(𝑋)
decreases rapidly with increasing ammonia mass fraction.
4.5. System Optimization. In this work, SA (Simulated
Annealing) is employed to obtain the optimum combination
of the key parameters. For the optimization, the constraints
are simplified as follows:
Subject to:
17.0 ⩽ 𝑝14 (bar) ⩽ 34.0,
345 ⩽ 𝑇14 (K) ⩽ 375,
0.36 ⩽ 𝑥8 ⩽ 0.555,
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0.0226

Table 6: Results of the closed Brayton cycle.
Parameters
𝑄core (MW)
𝜂overall,𝐵
𝑊net,𝐵 (MW)
LEC𝐵 (USD/(kWh))

0.0224

F(X)

0.0222

Value
593.64
46.6%
276.90
0.0711

0.0220

0.0218

0.0216

p8 = 3.5 bar
T14 = 352 K
Ta = 288 K
ΔTpinch = 5 K
0.35

Table 7: Optimization results.
Parameters

0.40
0.45
0.50
Ammonia mass fraction

0.55

p14 = 17 bar
p14 = 23 bar
p14 = 28 bar

Δ𝑇pinch = 5 K, 𝑝8 = 3.5 bar
𝑝14 = 18.1 bar, 𝑇14 = 345 K
𝑥8 = 0.555

Figure 17: Variation of F(X) of combined cycle with ammonia mass
fraction.

Table 7 lists the result of the parameters for the optimization. The optimized power output and overall efficiency for
the combined cycle are 283.56 MW and 47.91%, respectively.
These values are 2.41% and 2.43% higher than those of the
closed Brayton cycle, respectively. Both the lower average heat
addition temperature and the higher back pressure of turbine
in AWM cycle result in less power output and lower overall
efficiency of the combined cycle.
Comparing with closed Brayton cycle, the combined cycle
reduces the LEC slightly. The optimized LEC of combined
cycle is 0.73% lower than that of the closed Brayton cycle. The
reason is that the AWM utilizes the waste heat and adds the
power output and the cooling capacity to the closed Brayton
cycle. However, the total capital investment increases due to
the combined AWM system.

288 ⩽ 𝑇𝑎 (K) ⩽ 300,
0⩽

𝑚10
⩽ 1,
𝑚9

0⩽

𝑚12
⩽ 1,
𝑚1

(𝑇17 − 𝑇10 ) ⩾ 5 K,
(𝑇4 − 𝑇11 ) ⩾ 5 K,
(𝑇3 − 𝑇Boiler ) ⩾ 5 K,
𝑇Boiler ⩾ 𝑇Rectifier ,
𝑄cool > 0,
𝑝14 ⩾ 𝑝8 .

5. Conclusions
(20)

The selection of the above-mentioned parameters for this
optimization is according to the literatures [6, 9, 13].
Table 6 shows some results of the closed Brayton cycle. To
compare the thermodynamic and economic performances of
the combined cycle with those of the closed Brayton cycle,
three parameters are defined as follows:
RV𝑊net =
RV𝜂overall =
RVLEC =

(𝑊net,Combinedcycle − 𝑊net,Brayton )
𝑊net,Brayton

,

(𝜂overall,Combinedcycle − 𝜂overall,Brayton )
𝜂overall,Brayton
(LECCombinedcycle − LECBrayton )
LECBrayton

Optimization results
F(X) = 0.02164
𝑊net,Combinedcycle = 283.56 MW,
RV𝑊net = 2.41%
𝜂overall,Combinedcycle = 47.91%,RV𝜂overall
= 2.43%
LECCombinedcycle =
0.0706 USD/(kWh), RVLEC =
−0.73%

.

,

(21)

In this paper, a combined cycle, which combines AWM cycle
and a nuclear closed Brayton cycle to recover the waste
heat rejected from the precooler, is proposed. A detailed
parametric study and optimization are carried out for this
combined cycle according to the thermodynamics and economics performances. The combined cycle can potentially
be used to improve the power output and overall efficiency.
The power output and overall efficiency of the combined
cycle increase with increasing turbine inlet temperature and
ammonia mass fraction, but the turbine inlet temperature
and the ammonia mass fraction are limited by the heat
source temperature and the absorb pressure, respectively.
Compared with the closed Brayton cycle, the optimized
power output and overall efficiency increase by 2.41% and
2.43%, respectively. LEC increases with decreasing absorber
pressure and turbine inlet temperature. The optimized LEC
of the combined cycle is 0.0706 USD/(kWh), which is 0.73%
lower than those of the closed Brayton cycle.
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Based on the special application of 90-degree elbow pipe in the HTR-PM, the large eddy simulation was selected to calculate
the instantaneous flow field in the 90-degree elbow pipe combining with the experimental results. The characteristics of the
instantaneous turbulent flow field under the influence of flow separation and secondary flow were studied by analyzing the
instantaneous pressure information at specific monitoring points and the instantaneous velocity field on the cross section of the
elbow. The pattern and the intensity of the Dean vortex and the small scale eddies change over time and induce the asymmetry of
the flow field. The turbulent disturbance upstream and the flow separation near the intrados couple with the vortexes of various
scales. Energy is transferred from large scale eddies to small scale eddies and dissipated by the viscous stress in the end.

1. Introduction
With the increasing acute global energy crisis, more and more
attention is paid to seek a green environment-friendly and
low-carbon development pattern. Nuclear energy is identified
as a competitive alternative in the energy markets. The
uranium-based, graphite-moderated, helium-cooled pebble
bed reactor high temperature reactor (HTR) has been proved
to be one of the most promising nuclear power projects in
China due to its high efficiency, attractive economics, high
levels of passive safety, and potential usage for hydrogen production [1]. Also, some test reactors, such as AVR in Germany
[2], MPBR in USA [3], and PBMR in South Africa [4], have
been demonstrated around the world. The Chinese hightemperature gas-cooled reactor-pebble bed module (HTRPM) demonstration project, oriented by Institute of Nuclear
and New Energy Technology of Tsinghua University (INET),
is very attractive and competitive in the nuclear power market
and is going well [5].
The HTR-PM has one steam turbine-generator and two
independent primary loops, which have the same construction design and are arranged in the so-called “side-by-side”

way [6]. Both of the loops have their own reactor modules
and steam generators, as shown in Figure 1(a). The helium
in the loop is heated to 750∘ C by the high temperature fuel
spheres in the core of the reactor and flows into the chamber
of the spiral tube exchanger in the steam generator through
the inner pipe of the coaxial hot gas duct. Then the hot helium
releases its thermal power to the water in the secondary loop
and is cooled down to around 250∘ C. The cooled helium from
14 riser pipes collects into the header box and is pumped
back to the reactor by the blower. Each of the riser pipes is
connected to the header box by a 90∘ elbow, as shown in
Figure 1(b), which is used as the sensor to measure the helium
flow rate by monitoring the pressure difference between its
intrados and extrados [7–9].
The elbow sensor does not introduce any additional
pressure loss in the pipe system other than that already
caused by the elbow. As an enormous amount of heat must
be extracted out of the core, enough helium is needed to
meet the requirement. Hence, the accurate measurement of
helium gas flow rate in the primary loop is closely related to
the safe operation and power control of the reactor system.
Considering that the elbows arranged behind the riser pipes
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Figure 1: The structure configuration of the HTR-PM. (a) Primary system of the HTR-PM. (b) The 3D model of the flow concentration
system.

is used as the sensor to measure the helium flow rate, the
characteristics of the turbulent flow in a 90∘ elbow must be
studied to guarantee the accuracy and reliability.
In a 90∘ elbow, the central parts of the flow which go
more rapidly are forced outwards by the centrifugal actions,
while the slower parts near the extrados are forced inwards
to the intrados along the circumference wall by the pressure
difference between extrados and intrados. Then the socalled secondary flow takes place in either a clockwise or an
anticlockwise sense about the axis [10, 11]. These behaviors
induce a squeeze effect to the extrados and a suction effect to
the intrados. Along with the flow separation occurring on the
intrados, the instantaneous velocity field and pressure field in
the elbow turned out to be very complicated.
The development of secondary flow and flow separation is
classified as transient process. The interaction between them
and the turbulent disturbance from upstream are factors of
significant influence on the flow field. There have been a number of representative studies on the flow field in elbow pipes
due to the progresses in both computational fluid dynamics
and experimental methods. Pigott [12], Kirchbach [13], and
Schubart [14] measured the pressure drop of flowing through
a 90∘ elbow and provide the detailed results including the

methods used to calculate the elbow pipe pressure drop.
Enayet et al. [15] and Sudo et al. [16] investigated the turbulent
flow in a circular-sectioned 90∘ elbow by using laser Doppler
velocimetry and single inclined hot wire, respectively. Eguchi
et al. [17] applied the LES method to simulate the high-Re
flow in a short-elbow pipe and the mechanism of the pressure
fluctuation and the origin of the fluid force were discussed.
And the same method was utilized by Rütten et al. [18, 19]
to investigate the unsteady flow separation, unstable shear
layers, and an oscillation of the Dean vortices in 90∘ elbow
pipes.
However, there are few works on the asymmetry of the
instantaneous pressure field and velocity field in 90∘ elbow
pipes. Tunstall and Harvey [20] studied the fully developed
turbulent flow through a mitred sharp bend experimentally
and declared that the secondary flow was dominated by a
single circulation about the axis in either a clockwise or an
anticlockwise sense, between which it switches abruptly at
a low, random frequency. Ono et al. [21] investigated the
influence of elbow curvature on flow structure by using PIV
method and concluded that the separation region was generated constantly in short elbows but was formed intermittently
in long elbows. All of the characteristics mentioned above
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2. Experimental Apparatus
The compressibility of helium can be left out of account due
to the relatively low velocity in the practical situation of HTRPM, to which the corresponding Mach number is less than
0.3. Hence, the incompressible helium flow can be imitated
by the water flow in specific test loop.
The experiments were conducted on a self-built water
circulating loop. The experimental section is illustrated in
Figure 2. The configuration of the test pipe is circular and
its inner diameter, 𝑑, is 80 mm. It is made up of a 90∘ elbow
of curvature radius 𝑅 = 120 mm and two straight pipes
in the upstream tangent and downstream tangent with the
length of 𝐿 up,exp = 𝐿 down,exp = 30𝑑. The upstream and
downstream tangents are arranged long enough to eliminate
the disturbance generated by chokes or bends upstream
and to guarantee the full development of turbulent flow
downstream. The ratio of bending radius to diameter is 1.5 to
mimic the geometric construction of elbows utilized in HTRPM. The test section was arranged in vertical plane. The water
flows along the horizontal and then turns to vertical due to the
constraints of the elbow. The circulation is sustained by the
constant pressure difference between the elevated water tank
and the storage tank at lower place to guarantee the stable and
continual flow. The flow rate is adjusted by the electric control
valve located downstream of the test section and is measured
by an electromagnetic flowmeter installed on the horizontal
pipe. The water in the storage tank is pumped to the elevated
water tank by a variable frequency pump.
There are 8 pressure tappings scattered along the intrados
and extrados of the elbow at different bending angle 𝛼
and 4 tappings scattered on the inner and outer side of
the downstream tangent, as illustrated in Figure 2. The

g

L down

d
O

L up

R
4d

Reference point
Flow

0.5d

have significant influence on the flow field in the elbow, which
is the critical factor to decide the helium flow rate in the
HTR-PM. Unfortunately, these studies are limited only to
global flow field structure. Little attention has been paid to
the local instantaneous information of turbulent flow in 90∘
elbow pipes.
Under general operation conditions (250∘ C, 7.0 MPa), the
velocity of helium in the riser pipes of HTR-PM reaches
24.69 m/s, to which ℎ, the corresponding Reynolds number,
is about 1.3 × 106 . Considering the limitation of the drive
capability of the pump arranged in the experimental loop,
too large Reynolds number cannot be achieved in our
experiments. So the focus of this paper is concentrated on
the detailed information on instantaneous pressure field and
velocity field through a circular-sectioned 90∘ elbow but not
on simulating the working condition in the HTR-PM. The
purpose is achieved by applying the large eddy simulation
approach coupled with experimental data and RANS results.
In the following, the experimental apparatus and numerical description are explained in detail. The accuracy of the
numerical method is demonstrated by comparing numerical
and experimental findings. Detailed information on the
instantaneous flow field is analyzed by a detailed discussion
of the instantaneous pressure and velocity distribution on the
cross section of the elbow.
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𝛼
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45

d

60∘
75∘

Figure 2: The arrangements of tappings on the test section.

pressure difference, Δ𝑃, between each of the 12 tappings
and the identical pressure reference point was measured by
identical Rosemount 3051S pressure difference transmitter,
whose accuracy was within 0.04%. The pressure reference
point is located 4𝑑 upstream of the inlet of the elbow. Also, the
system pressure and temperature were measured to decide
the physical property parameter of water.
Measurements were performed for a water flow with the
bulk mean velocity 𝑈 = 0.5 m/s, to which the corresponding
Reynolds number was 44805. Special attention has been
paid to decreasing the measuring error, like averaging the
observed values of different measurements and maintaining
the stability of the power supply.

3. Numerical Description
3.1. Geometrical Model and Mesh Division. The computational domain extracted from the experimental apparatus has
the same geometric parameters with the test section except
the length of upstream and downstream tangents, which were
shortened to 𝐿 up,num = 3𝑑 and 𝐿 down,num = 5𝑑, respectively,
to reduce the computational amount. This reduction can
be acceptable owing to the undisturbed flow upstream in
the numerical case, and it was proved to be applicable by
comparing the results to the experimental data.
Great care must be taken when setting the size, Δ𝑠,
of the wall-normal mesh near the wall because the flow
characteristics in the boundary layer near the wall may
interact with the flow separation at an intense level. Eguchi et
al. [22] claimed that, under the condition of a fully developed
velocity profile, the relation between Re and the pipe diameter
in terms of the wall unit, 𝐷+ , was described as below:
Re =

𝜌𝑑𝑈
1
𝜋 4
= 𝐷+ { [ln (2𝐷+ ) − − ] + 𝐵} .
𝜇
𝜅
2 3

(1)
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Figure 3: Computational geometry and finite element mesh
employed.

Here, the constants 𝜅 and 𝐵 are the same as those in the
widely used wall law, that is, typically 0.4 and 5.5. 𝐷+ is the
pipe diameter in terms of the wall unit and is obtained by
𝐷+ =

𝑑𝑢𝜏
,
]

(2)

where 𝑢𝜏 is the friction velocity and ] is the kinematic
viscosity. The required mesh size normalized by the pipe
diameter can be roughly estimated as
Δ𝑠 Δ𝑠+
2
= + = +
𝑑
𝐷
𝐷

software was used to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations for the instantaneous flow field. In LES, large eddies
are resolved directly, while small eddies are modeled. The
governing equations for LES employ the Boussinesq hypothesis as in the RANS models. The dynamic Smagorinsky-Lilly
model was selected to model eddy viscosity because of the fact
that the Smagorinsky model constant, 𝐶𝑆 , can be dynamically
computed based on the information provided by the resolved
scales of motion. The dynamic procedure therefore obviates
the need for users to specify the model constant in advance.
Also, the RNG 𝑘 − 𝜀 model based on the second-order centerdifference scheme was utilized to calculate the RANS results
which was compared with the LES results.
We have assumed steady inlet velocity without any
temporal fluctuation superimposed and the spatial variations
of velocity were taken into consideration. This is mainly
because the inlet disturbance is expected to be low due to
the long straight pipe arranged before the elbow. For purpose
of comparing the numerical results with the experimental
data, the boundary conditions of the simulation cases were set
identically with the experimental cases. A steady state flow in
a 12.5𝑑 long straight pipe with the same diameter 𝑑 and inlet
velocity 𝑈 was also solved by using the RNG 𝑘 − 𝜀 model.
The velocity profile on the cross section located 2𝑑 upstream
of the outlet of the straight pipe was set as the velocity inlet
boundary conditions for the inlet of the elbow. A nonslip
boundary condition was employed for the wall boundary and
the pressure outlet was inducted for the outlet. There is no
heat transfer happening in the computational domain.
Water at ambient conditions (25∘ C, 0.1 MPa) was used
as the working fluid (𝜌 = 997 kg/m3 and 𝜇 = 890 ×
10−6 kg/(m⋅s)) in the simulation cases. Turbulent intensity
(𝐼 = 0.16Re−1/8 ) based on the elbow pipe diameter was
specified for an initial assumption of turbulent quantities.

(3)

according to Piomelli and Balaras [23]. Then the required
mesh size is obtained as illustrated in (1) and (3), which
suggests that Δ𝑠/𝑑 should be approximately 8 × 10−4 at Re =
44805 for a resolved LES computation. Therefore, the mesh
size normal to the wall was set to 0.0001𝑑 in the present
mesh design to satisfy the requirements of LES via ICEM
CFD software. The entirety of the domain was divided into
about 3.13 million hexahedral elements finally, as illustrated
in Figure 3.
In this paper, the main attention is paid to the influence
of the large scale vortexes induced by the elbow on the
instantaneous flow field. Hence, the mesh scales are designed
elaborately to catch the main information of large scale
vortexes. 𝑦+ check was made after the calculation. The
vast majority of 𝑦+ is less 1 and the maximum is 2.5 only
distributed on minority of the intrados of the elbow. By
comparing with the experimental results, the mesh strategy
was proved to be fine enough to capture the pressure
characteristics adjacent to the wall.
3.2. Numerical Model and Boundary Conditions. The large
eddy simulation method embedded in ANSYS FLUENT 14.5

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Longitudinal Distribution of Wall Static Pressure. Nondimensional pressure difference normalized by 0.5𝜌𝑈2 , namely,
the pressure coefficient, 𝐶𝑝 , was introduced to describe the
longitudinal distribution of wall static pressure. The wall
static pressure at various 𝛼 values gained from LES method,
experiments, and RANS method is illustrated against the
locations along the flow direction in Figure 4. The results of
LES method were time-averaged to meet the requirement for
comparison. Figure 4 shows that the results of LES method
are in good agreement with that of experiments and RANS
method between 𝛼 = 10∘ and 90∘ . The accuracy of the LES
results is verified and more effective information of the flow
field can be extracted from the LES results.
Upstream of 𝛼 = 10∘ and downstream of 𝛼 = 90∘ , the LES
results are relatively smaller than that of RANS method but
more close to the experimental data. The deviation between
the three methods is induced by their own characteristics.
For experiments, the tappings drilled in the wall change the
surface structure to some degree. This exerts an influence
on the boundary layer flow. RANS method solves the timeaveraged equations of motion for fluid flow and loses some
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Figure 4: Longitudinal distribution of wall static pressure.

of the transient information. However, the LES method
takes the interactions among the various scale vortexes into
consideration and accords with the actual conditions.
Under the impact of the centrifugal force produced
throughout the swerve, the extrados is squeezed and the
intrados is sucked, both by the fluid flowing outwards to
the outer wall. This induces a pressure swell on the extrados
and leads to a pressure sink on the intrados along the flow
direction, just as shown in Figure 4.
Before 𝐿 up = −1.5𝑑, the flow is not yet disturbed by the
elbow and the wall static pressures on the inner wall and
the outer wall remain equal. However, the static pressure on
extrados exceeds that on intrados rapidly after this location.
Temporary pressure increase and pressure decrease occur,
respectively, on the extrados and intrados. At the location of
𝛼 = 60∘ on extrados, the static pressure is up to its maximum.
Hence, the fluid near the extrados between the location of
𝐿 up = −1.5𝑑 and that of 𝛼 = 60∘ is decelerated slightly due to
the adverse pressure gradient. Simultaneously, at the location
of 𝛼 = 25∘ , the static pressure on the intrados reaches its
minimum and the fluid between the location of 𝐿 up = −1.5𝑑
and that of 𝛼 = 25∘ is accelerated in accordance with the
positive pressure gradient.
Downstream of the location of 𝐿 down = 𝑑, the distorted
wall static pressure begins to recover and ends up with a
uniform pressure field. Then between the location of 𝛼 =
60∘ and that of 𝐿 down = 𝑑, the fluid near the extrados is
accelerated slightly because of the positive pressure gradient,
while, the fluid near the intrados is decelerated according to
the adverse pressure gradient between the location of 𝛼 = 25∘
and that of 𝐿 down = 𝑑.
On the intrados, between 𝛼 = 80∘ and 90∘ , the static
pressure has a little subsidence, as marked in blue in Figure 4.
The abnormality is caused by the flow separation occurring
near the intrados. The recirculation zone has two stagnation
points, of which the velocities are both zero. And at the

𝜃 = 300∘

𝜃 = 240∘
Intrados

Figure 5: The distribution of pressure monitoring points on the
cross section.

middle of the recirculation zone, the back-flow velocity is
relatively high. Then the pressure here is lower than other
locations in the zone according to the Bernoulli equation.
4.2. Circumferential Distribution of Wall Static Pressure. Wall
static pressure on specific locations is extracted from the
LES results. The schematic diagram of the distribution of the
pressure monitors on the circumference of the cross section
at different bending angle 𝛼 is illustrated in Figure 5. There are
8 monitors distributed on each circumference. Every two of
them, which are located at the same level, form a symmetric
point pair and are connected to each other by a horizontal
center line, just as shown in Figure 5.
The fluctuation of pressure on the wall makes it especially
hard to compare the instantaneous pressures on the monitors
at a specific time, while, a global time-averaged value of
LES results will lose all of the instantaneous information. So
a short-time-averaged method was introduced to make the
comparison realizable. In this paper, we randomly intercepted
a continuous data flow with a length of 2 seconds from
the integral LES results. The intercepted data was averaged
over time and this conduct made it feasible to compare
the instantaneous pressures without losing instantaneous
information. The comparison of the static pressure on the
symmetric point pair is shown in Table 1, where Cp1 and
Cp2 represent the short-time-averaged results of the pressure
coefficient on the monitors distributed on left and right
semicircle, respectively, and Cp is the mean of Cp1 and Cp2 .
The relative deviation 𝛿 is described as


𝐶𝑝1 − 𝐶𝑝 
.
(4)
𝛿= 
𝐶𝑝
For the cross section sliced at 𝛼 = 36∘ , 48∘ , 60∘ , and
78 , the relative deviation 𝛿 related to the symmetric point
∘
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Figure 6: The pressure contours on the cross sections of the elbow (Pa): 𝑡 = 5 s.

Table 1: The comparison of static pressures on symmetric point pair.
𝛼

𝜃1

∘

Upper

36

Lower

48∘

Upper
Lower

∘

Upper

60

Lower

∘

Upper

78

Lower

𝐶𝑝1

𝜃2

𝐶𝑝2

𝐶𝑝

Relative
deviation
𝛿

120∘ 0.864 60∘ 0.869 0.866
150∘ 0.703 30∘ 0.697 0.700
210∘ −0.044 330∘ −0.074 −0.059
240∘ −0.610 300∘ −0.669 −0.640

0.27%
0.43%
25.50%
4.60%

120∘ 0.871 60∘ 0.879 0.875
150∘ 0.700 30∘ 0.684 0.692
210∘ 0.018 330∘ 0.029 0.023
240∘ −0.740 300∘ −0.777 −0.759

0.42%
1.13%
23.76%
2.48%

120∘ 0.854 60∘ 0.856 0.855
150∘ 0.665 30∘ 0.667 0.666
210∘ −0.169 330∘ −0.128 −0.148
240∘ −0.458 300∘ −0.455 −0.456

0.12%
0.15%
13.97%
0.33%

120∘ 0.758 60∘ 0.760 0.759
150∘ 0.561 30∘ 0.569 0.565
210∘ −0.222 330∘ −0.242 −0.232
240∘ −0.340 300∘ −0.330 −0.335

0.14%
0.70%
4.21%
1.51%

pairs on the upper semicircle is quite small. This indicates
that the instantaneous pressure distribution on the upper
semicircle of the cross section is symmetrical. However, 𝛿
related to the symmetric point pairs on the lower semicircle
is relatively large, especially to the pairs whose 𝜃 is 210∘ and
330∘ , as marked by bold font in Table 1. 𝛿 related to this
pair is about 3∼10 times larger than that related to other
pairs and decreases gradually along with the increasing of
𝛼. The asymmetry of the instantaneous pressure distribution
on the lower semicircle of the cross section is caused by the
counterrotating vortexes with different swirling intensity and
the flow separation occurring near the intrados. The separation grows stronger gradually along with the flow developing
downstream and interacts with the counterrotating vortexes.
Large scale vortexes are broken into small scale vortexes. The
momentum and energy are transferred among them and the

fluctuation energy is dissipated rapidly, which is conductive
to the recovery of the distorted pressure field.
The pressure contours on the cross section sliced at 𝛼 =
60∘ , 75∘ , and 90∘ are illustrated in Figure 6. The data was
extracted at the time 𝑡 = 5 s. The static pressure value
demonstrated here refers to the pressure of the outlet of
the domain. Corresponding to the former conclusion, the
pressure field of the cross section is symmetrical in the upper
semicircle and asymmetrical in the lower semicircle.
Figure 6 indicates that the zone of disturbed pressure
distribution spreads towards the upper part along with the
increasing of 𝛼. And the asymmetrical area of the instantaneous pressure field extends gradually. Simultaneously, the
contours thin and the difference between the maximum
and minimum of the contours diminishes gradually. In
conclusion, the instantaneous pressure distribution on the
cross section is no longer globally symmetrical due to the
secondary flow and the flow separation. The influence of flow
separation on the flow field focuses on the lower semicircle.
Along with the development of flowing, the instantaneous
pressure distribution has a tendency to homogenize.
4.3. The Velocity Vector Fields on the Cross Section. The
velocity vector fields projected onto the cross sections sliced
at 𝛼 = 60∘ , 75∘ , and 90∘ are illustrated in Figure 7. The
fluid near the axis of symmetry is forced to flow towards the
extrados under the impact of the centrifugal force, while the
fluid near the wall of left and right semicircles is transported
to the intrados along the circumferential wall under the
differential pressure. Then, the large scale vortexes rotating in
contrary direction come up in the elbow, known as the Dean
vortex.
On the lower semicircle of the cross sections sliced at
𝛼 = 60∘ and 75∘ , two counterrotating vortexes with small scale
are observed. These vortexes are induced by the relatively
high intensity secondary flow near the intrados. Figure 6
shows that a low pressure area presents at the intrados.
Then the fluid adjacent to the left and right semicircle wall
is accelerated by the pressure difference near the intrados.
When it comes to the appropriate location at the lower
semicircle, the fluid deflects towards extrados rapidly and
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(a) 𝛼 = 60∘
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(b) 𝛼 = 75∘

(c) 𝛼 = 90∘

Figure 7: The velocity vector fields on the cross section: 𝑡 = 5 s, 𝑈 = 0.5 m/s.

flows away. In the process, the fluid that is deflecting with
relatively high velocity rotates the neighbouring fluid through
the shearing action and promotes the generation of the two
vortexes in the end. The cores of the two vortexes are of
axial symmetry but the intensity of them has some difference.
On the cross section at 𝛼 = 75∘ , the two vortexes interact
with each other to some degree. Their velocity fields begin to
merge and the location of the cores moves to an upper level
comparing to that of the section at 𝛼 = 60∘ .
The flow field of the lower semicircle of the cross section at
𝛼 = 90∘ is more complicated than that upstream. Secondary
vortexes with smaller scale are observed in this section. These
vortexes are the outcome of the interaction between the
secondary flow and the separation vortexes. The separation
vortexes are broken into small eddies by the shearing action.
Then small eddies merge while the others break with certain
probability. Actually, the probability of eddy breakdown is
much higher than that of eddy merging. Kinetic energy is
transferred from eddies with relatively large scale to eddies
with small scale and this transfer process continues until the
rotational energy is dissipated by the viscous stress.
Both of the pressure field and velocity field are of
homogeneous distribution on the upper semicircle of the
cross section. Near the extrados, the pressure is relatively high
due to the squeeze effect. Then the velocity of this region
is relatively low. In addition, the pressure gradient adjacent
to the extrados is lower than that adjacent to the intrados.
Hence, the flow near the extrados is much more stable and
this is the primary cause of the homogeneous flow field on
the upper semicircle of the cross section.

(1) The instantaneous flow field in a 90∘ elbow is globally
asymmetrical. The pattern and intensity of the Dean
vortex and the small scale eddies change over time
and induce the asymmetry of the flow field.
(2) The counterrotating vortexes and various scale eddies
induced by shearing action exist in the region adjacent to the intrados.
(3) The turbulent disturbance upstream and the interaction between the secondary flow and the flow
separation are the dominant factors distorting the
flow field.
(4) The flow field on the upper semicircle of the cross
sections is homogeneous due to the relatively lower
velocity and pressure gradients of the fluid adjacent
to the extrados.
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There is a large water storage tank installed at the top of containment of AP1000, which can supply the passive cooling. In the
extreme condition, sloshing of the free surface in the tank may impact on the roof under long-period earthquake. For the safety
assessment of structure, it is necessary to calculate the impact pressure caused by water sloshing. Since the behavior of sloshing
impacted on the roof is involved into a strong nonlinear phenomenon, it is a little difficult to calculate such pressure by theoretical
or numerical method currently. But it is applicable to calculate the height of sloshing in a tank without roof. In the present paper,
a simplified method was proposed to calculate the impact pressure using the sloshing wave height, in which we first marked the
position of the height of roof, then produced sloshing in the tank without roof and recorded the maximum wave height, and
finally regarded approximately the difference between maximum wave height and roof height as the impact pressure head. We also
designed an experiment to verify this method. The experimental result showed that this method overpredicted the impact pressure
with a certain error of no more than 35%. By the experiment, we conclude that this method is conservative and applicable for the
engineering design.

1. Introduction
As the ultimate heat sink of AP1000 reactor, passive cooling
system (PCS) is the key equipment to ensure the safety of
nuclear power plant. The large water storage tank, installed
at the top of the containment of AP1000, can supply plenty
of water for the passive cooling. In the extreme condition,
sloshing of the free surface in the tank may impact on the roof
and jeopardize structural integrity under long-period earthquake. For the safety assessment of structure, it is necessary
to calculate the impact pressure caused by water sloshing.
Since the behavior of sloshing impacted on the roof is
involved into a strongly nonlinear phenomenon, calculations
of the impact pressure with theoretical or numerical method
currently are of difficulties. Ibrahim [1] focused on a 2D tank
with simple geometry to solve the linear sloshing problems
using analytical methods. A numerical model using finite
element technique was presented by Pal et al. [2] to study

the linear behavior of cylindrical tanks. Choun and Yun
[3] used the velocity potential and the linear water wave
theory to decompose the surface wave into multiple forms.
There are some complex methods to solve the nonlinear
sloshing problems. Li et al. [4] used an improved material
point method (MPM) to predict the liquid impact force by a
contact algorithm. Liquid sloshing experiments in a partially
watered square tank were proposed to validate the results of
simulation. Eswaran et al. [5] proposed a numerical method
based on volume of fluid (VOF) techniques with arbitraryLagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation to analyze baffled
and unbaffled tanks with a nonlinear sloshing behavior.
However, these researches are usually valid for simple cases
with linear or weakly nonlinear liquid sloshing dynamics.
But it is applicable to calculate the height of sloshing
in a tank without roof. Fujita et al. [6] utilized the velocity
potential theory to analyze the liquid sloshing in the annular
region of more intricate coaxial circular cylinders. Formulas
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Figure 1: Schematic of sloshing.

about the maximum wave height (𝜂max ) at shell wall and the
maximum pressure (𝑝max ) at the free surface were obtained.
More interestingly, the correlation between maximum wave
height and maximum pressure was 𝑝max = 𝜌𝑔𝜂max from
equation (34) in their research. Virella et al. [7] used the finite
element package ABAQUS to investigate the free surface
wave amplitude and pressure distribution of tank wall by both
linear wave theory and nonlinear wave theory models. Nayak
and Biswal [8] used the Galerkin-weighted-residual based
finite element method (FEM) to solve Laplace equation with
nonlinear boundary conditions. The wave height of nonlinear
sloshing was verified to be accurate.
Besides, the impact pressure is an important parameter in
the assessment of safety of engineering design. Researchers
had conducted large-scale experiments to investigate impact
pressure [9–12].
As is mentioned above, the available studies mostly
focused on the sloshing characteristics of rectangular tanks
with simple geometry. However, considering the special
structure of PCCWST, which is a coaxial circular cylinder
tank with an inclined bottom, it is difficult in obtaining
analytical expressions for the prediction of the natural modes
and the liquid motion. Moreover, numerical and analytical
methods to precisely describe the sloshing impact pressure
are complicated because of the significant nonlinearity phenomena. In the present paper, a simplified method was
proposed to calculate the impact pressure using the sloshing
wave height. Moreover, an experiment was designed to verify
this method.

2. Calculation Method
Sloshing of the water surface in the tank may impact on the
roof under long-period earthquake and the prediction of the
impact pressure is necessary. Due to the apparent nonlinear
behavior caused by complicated sloshing phenomena, a simplified method was proposed to calculate the impact pressure
using the sloshing wave height, in which we first marked

the position of the height of roof, the solid wide line showed
in Figure 1, then produced sloshing in the tank without roof
and recorded the maximum wave height which can be shown
as the oblique line in Figure 1, and finally regarded approximately the difference between maximum wave height and
roof height as the impact pressure head. In this way, the
impact pressure can be calculated by the following equation:
𝑃 = 𝜌𝑔 (ℎmax − ℎ) ,

(1)

where 𝑃 is the maximum impact pressure, 𝜌 is the density
of water, 𝑔 is the acceleration due to gravity, ℎmax is the
maximum wave height, and ℎ is the distance between the
static water surface and the roof.
Besides, the impact force of water in a tank at any time is
given by the following equation:
𝑠2

𝐹𝑤 = ∬ 𝑃𝑑𝑠,
𝑠1

(2)

where 𝐹𝑤 is impact force, 𝑃 is the impact pressure, and 𝑠1 ,
𝑠2 , respectively, mean the lower and upper boundary of tank
roof.
By utilizing the maximum sloshing wave height, the
maximum impact pressure, which appeared near the outer
wall, can be calculated by (1).
The impact area is divided into 𝑛 parts and the impact
pressures in each part can be obtained by linear interpolation.
The 𝑖th pressure is given by the following equation:
𝑝𝑖 =

𝑖
𝜌𝑔 (ℎmax − ℎ) .
𝑛

(3)

According to Figure 1, 𝐿, which is related to the impact
area, can be calculated by
𝐿 ℎmax − ℎ
.
=
𝑅
ℎmax

(4)
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Table 1: Scaling factors for sloshing experiments.
Parameter
Length: 𝐿 [m]
Gravity: 𝑔 [m/s2 ]
Velocity: 𝑉 [m/s]
Frequency: 𝑓 [Hz]
Time: 𝑡 [s]
Kinematic viscosity: ] [m2 /s]
Pressure: 𝑃 [Pa]
Wave height: 𝐻 [m]

Scaling ratio
𝐶𝑙
1
𝐶𝑙 1/2
𝐶𝑙 −1/2
𝐶𝑙 1/2
𝐶𝑙 3/2
𝐶𝜌 𝐶𝑙
𝐶𝑙

The total impact force can be written as
𝑛−1

√𝑅2 −𝑦2

𝑖=0

−√𝑅2 −𝑦2

𝐹𝑡 = ∑ ∫

𝑑𝑥 ∫

𝑅−𝐿+(𝑖+1)(𝐿/𝑛)

𝑅−𝐿+𝑖(𝐿/𝑛)

𝑝𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖+1
𝑑𝑦
2

(5)

𝑖 = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑛 − 1.
Substituting (3) and (4) to (5), we can get the total impact
force.

3. Experiment
In order to verify the calculation method, an experiment was
designed.
3.1. Scaling Model. Since the passive storage tank of AP1000
is large, experiment with the large size of tank is difficult. In
order to keep the similar properties of fluid, a scaling model is
proposed. For the case of the present experiment, some main
governing dimensionless numbers that should be respected
are as follows [6, 13].
Froude number: Fr = 𝑉2 /𝑔𝐿; Reynolds number: Re =
𝑉𝐿/]; Strouhal number: St = 𝑓𝐿/𝑉; Euler number: Eu =
𝑃/𝜌𝑉2 ; Bond number: Bo = 𝜌𝑔𝐿2 /𝜎.
With the analysis, the Froude number, Strouhal number,
Euler number, and Bond number are respected and the Re
number is relaxed when ignoring viscosity effects. The scaling
factors for the different parameters in sloshing experiments
are summarized in Table 1 and these expressions are called
the modified linear scaling method.
3.2. Experimental Equipment. According to the similarity
criteria, an experimental model (Figure 2) of PCCWST was
built with the scale of 1 : 40. The experimental tank was
mainly cylindrical (0.122 m internal radius) with an inclined
bottom and the vessel was made of acrylic sheet to observe
the sloshing phenomena clearly. The tank was considered
to be rigid due to the 15 mm thickness of outer wall. This
assumption was made to simplify the study of sloshing. In
order to measure the maximum sloshing wave height, the
length scaling for the height of the tank was 3 : 40. A summary
of the main sizes of experimental tank is presented in Figure 3.
The internal structures, showed as the red parts in
Figure 3, were added suspended from the top cover, which
was fixed on the outer structure. Such internal structures contained a supporting configuration and an in-vessel circle roof

Figure 2: Experimental setup.

mounted on the supporting configuration by 4 connecting
rods with knurled caps. The whole experimental tank was
glued to a square shell which was screwed in 28 threaded
holes on the shaking table.
The experimental setup included a computer, a laser displacement sensor, 3 pressure sensors, an acceleration sensor, a
data acquisition tool, a set of commercial acquisition software
COINV DASP, and some wires. The layouts and numbers of
sensors are illustrated in Figure 3.
3.3. Experimental Procedure and Results. Tabulating in
Table 2, a total of 6 experiment cases involving 4 different
filling depths were carried out on the experimental setup
with two configurations, first without internal components
(a supporting configuration and an in-vessel roof) and then
with internal components. For each case, sloshing experiments under multiple excitation amplitudes were carried
out and several kinds of transient sloshing responses like
sloshing wave height and slosh-induced impact pressure were
recorded by data acquisition system. Measurements of the
wave height are presented in Section 3.3.2, in cases without
internal components. Impact pressure of sloshing is discussed
in Section 3.3.3 in cases with internals.
3.3.1. Natural Frequency of Sloshing in First Mode. Liquid
motion inside a tank in periodic movement is dominated by
the liquid filling ratio, the amplitude and frequency of the
tank motion, and the geometry of the tank. Considering the
complex geometry of the experimental tank, the fundamental
natural frequency of liquid was measured through sweep
frequency response analysis (SFRA) experiment. The tank
was partially filled with water, which was mixed with gouache
paint and covered by pearl cotton on the surface. It was
aimed to make the laser displacement sensor work normally
by detecting object with surface that exhibited a diffuse
reflection. From the research of Lu et al. [14], the influence of
water level on natural frequency of sloshing water was quite
small. Hence, the subtle variations of natural frequency with
different filling depths can be ignored. The tank was filled up
to a water level of 217 mm, which was based on the length
scale, for the measuring of liquid frequency. For the purpose
of looking in detail at the resonance frequency of liquid, a
logarithmic sweep with a range of 0.1∼20 Hz was adopted. In
addition, there are two types of control mode for driving the
shaking table: Acceleration Control (AC) and Displacement
Control (DC). At low frequency, about 0.1∼4 Hz, AC is used
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Table 2: Experiment sequences.

Case number

Filling depth 𝐻 [mm]

Distance between static water
surface and in-vessel roof ℎ [mm]

Excitation amplitude 𝐴 [mm]

217
177
197
237

43
83
63
23

12, 24, 36
12, 24, 36
12, 24, 36
12, 24, 36

1∗
2
3
4

∗: 𝐻 and ℎ are based on the length scale.

1
339,33
121,93

15
664
772

514,65
414,65

11

2

A

3

108

A
50
800

4
A−A

276,17

Laser displacement sensor
Pressure sensor

Figure 3: Sensor layout.

and the displacement was controlled at the value of 2.0 mm,
since the displacement sensor achieved higher accuracy than
acceleration sensor at low frequency range. However, DC is
invoked in high frequency of 4∼20 Hz and the acceleration
was set with 0.650 m/s2 . The time history of sloshing displacement was transformed into frequency spectrum by a fast
Fourier transform (FFT). By this analysis, the fundamental
natural frequency of the liquid was evaluated to be 0.75 Hz.
For an annular region formed by coaxial circular cylinder
tank in periodic motion, the resonant frequencies of the liquid can be calculated from the linear potential theory as [6, 13]
2
=
𝜔𝑚𝑛

𝑔
𝐻
𝜉 tanh (𝜉𝑚𝑛 )
𝑎 𝑚𝑛
𝑎

(6)

𝑚 = 0, 1, 2 . . . , ∞, 𝑛 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , ∞,
where 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration, 𝑎 is the outer radius
of the tank, 𝜉𝑚𝑛 are the positive roots related to the ratios
of inner radius to outer radius of the tank, and 𝐻 is the still
filling depth.
The calculating fundamental natural frequency from (6)
is 0.887 Hz, a little larger than the experimental result. It can
be explained by the inclined bottom configuration of the tank.

3.3.2. Sloshing without the Roof. Due to the fact that the
periods of sloshing water (1/𝑓 = 1/0.75 = 1.33 s) were far
more longer than the site predominant period (0.34 s), the
resonant three-cycle sine wave (RTCS) was assumed to be the
input excitation according to the HAF0102 of nuclear safety
guide in China, which is also a widely used evaluation method
of seismic response in Japan. The load function can be written
as 𝑋 = 𝐴 sin(2𝜋𝑓𝑡), where 𝑋 is the displacement of shaking
table, 𝐴 is the amplitude of the sine wave, 𝑓 is the water natural frequency, and 𝑡 is the time which lasts for three periods
of sine waves. In our experiments, the frequency of RTCS was
set as 0.75 Hz. When the frequency of excitation closed to the
natural frequency, the liquid inside the experimental tank can
exhibit strong oscillations, thus exerting a greater extent of
sloshing and violent impact loads on the tank.
The experimental setup without internals was carried out
for the experiment of seismic response about sloshing wave
height. The sloshing wave height was measured through laser
displacement sensor which was installed at point 1 near the
outer tank wall which is showed in Figure 3. The acceleration
transducer was installed at the bottom of the tank, in order to
monitor the initial and final points of RTCS. Figure 4 reveals
the vertical displacement of the wave in case 1 with 24 mm
amplitude. It can be seen that the crest was almost 2 times
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5
2500

Table 3: The maximum wave height.
Case 1
79.191
227.355
316.327

Case 2
65.272
163.953
217.348

Case 3
67.103
190.414
255.602

Case 4
98.9172
264.142
355.023

Wave vertical displacement (mm)

250

200

2000
Impact pressure (Pa)

Amplitude [mm]
12
24
36

150

1500
1000
500
0
−500

100

1

50
0

2

3

4

5
6
Time (s)

7

8

9

Figure 5: Time history of impact pressure about case 1 of point 4
with 24 mm amplitude.

−50
−100
14

16
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20

22 24
Time (s)

26

28

30

32

Figure 4: The vertical displacement time history of sloshing wave
of case 1 with 24 mm amplitude.

size of the trough, which embodied an apparent feature of
nonlinearity. Table 3 lists the maximum wave heights of
case 1 to case 4. Moreover, through the analysis of these
data, for each case, the maximum wave heights increased as
the excitation amplitudes grew and the increasing tendency
gradually reduced, which was also a nonlinear behavior.

2000

Impact pressure (Pa)

12

1500
1000
500
0
Point 2

3.3.3. Sloshing with Roof. At the second part of the experiment, experiments with internals were carried out to measure
the impact pressure of in-vessel roof. CYY8 dynamic pressure
sensors with high frequency response were installed at measuring points 2, 3, and 4 on the roof, as showed in Figure 3, to
present the radial pressure distribution.
Pressure variations were measured by dynamic piezoresistive pressure transducers in cases 1 to 4. Figure 5 illustrates
the impact pressures time history results in case 1 of measuring point 4 with 24 mm amplitude. According to the curve,
the maximum impact pressure appeared when it came to the
third wave of RTCS and then 2 small peaks came after it. These
two small peaks can be explained by the inertia effect of water,
which made water impact the inner roof despite the end of
excitation. In addition, the gap between in-vessel roof and the
tank wall would lead to a small portion of water splashing
upward to the top surface of cap. Therefore, some negative
values appeared intermittently in the measuring data showed
in Figure 5.
As is shown in Figure 6, impact pressure distributions
along the radial direction are presented in cases with different
RTCSs and the same filling depth, 217 mm. The impact
pressure of point 2 was the minimum and the impact pressure
of point 4 was the maximum, which showed that the impact
pressure increases from inner wall to outer wall.

Point 3
Measuring point

Point 4

12 mm
24 mm
36 mm

Figure 6: The distribution of impact pressure of case 1 with 24 mm
amplitude.

During the operational process of experiments, there
were some errors in experimental data owing to erroneous
human input and the accuracy of measuring instruments to a
certain extent. The use of laser displacement sensor, pressure
sensors, and the indigenous vibration of shaking table caused
significant errors in measurements. Besides, there also existed
electromagnetic interferences during the operational process
of shaking table, which adversely affected the accuracy of
sensors especially pressure sensors, also contributed to the
errors’ list.
By computing the area integral of pressure, the experimental force data can be derived from the measuring pressure
data with some conservative assumptions.
In our research, as illustrated in Figure 7, the area from
inner wall to outer wall along 𝑦 axis is divided into 3 parts
and the pressure of each part is assumed to be the measuring
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x

Table 4: Total impact force from measuring data.

yi yi+1

Case no. Filling depth [mm] Amplitude [mm] Impact force [N]
12
11.31001
1
217 mm
24
60.37129
36
91.28681
12
4.370317
2
177 mm
24
25.62775
36
41.8155
12
7.423492
3
197 mm
24
36.49382
36
56.19478
12
23.1682
4
237 mm
24
84.23761
36
117.9033

y

Figure 7: Schematic of area dividing.
140

𝐹𝑖 = ∫

√𝑅2 −𝑦2

−√𝑅2 −𝑦2

𝑛

𝐹𝑡 = ∑𝐹𝑖

𝑑𝑥 ∫

𝑦𝑖+1

𝑦𝑖

𝑝𝑖 𝑑𝑦,

𝑖 = 1, 2, 3,

(7)

120
100
Impact force (N)

value of the sensor which is installed at the corresponding
part. Therefore, the impact force in each part can be written
as in (7). The total impact force is the sum of that in each part
which is showed in (8). Consider the following:

80
60
40
20

(8)

𝑖=1

where 𝐹𝑖 and 𝑝𝑖 are the impact force and impact pressure in
each part, 𝑅 is the outer radius of cylinder tank, and 𝐹𝑡 is the
total impact force.
In our cases, the total impact forces of different conditions
are listed in Table 4.

4. Analysis of Experimental Results
In Section 2, we proposed a simplified method to estimate the
impact pressure. So we list the results of simplified method
and measured data. We used the calculated impact pressure
(CIP) indirectly to represent the results of simplified method.
The measured data were called the measured impact pressure
(MIP) directly. The comparison between calculated pressure
and measured pressure is listed in Table 5.
According to Table 5, CIP are lower than MIP under
small amplitudes of RTCS. A possible reason is the influence
of air motion. In our experiment, the water tank cannot be
thoroughly sealed. Therefore, air in the ring cavity can move
with the vigorous sloshing of water. Air motion is the primary
influential factor under low level of excitation. However, it
is considered that small excitation has really subtle effect in
engineering practice. As for the higher excitation level, CIP
are larger than MIP under medium and high level of excitations. With a certain error of no more than 35%, this method
of impact pressure calculation is considered to be overpredictive. Therefore, similar to the results of Lu’s [15] research, it

0
10

15

20

25
30
Amplitude (mm)

Case 1 by experimental force
Case 1 by calculated force
Case 2 by experimental force
Case 2 by calculated force

35

40

Case 3 by experimental force
Case 3 by calculated force
Case 4 by experimental force
Case 4 by calculated force

Figure 8: Comparison of calculated force and experimental force.

can be concluded that the calculation method is reasonable
and relatively conservative.
According to the simplified calculation equation for
impact force proposed in Section 2, we obtained the impact
force of simplified method which was called calculated
force here. Showed in Section 3.3.3, the experimental force
data was called experimental force here. Figure 8 compares
the calculated force and experimental force. The calculated
force is lower than, though generally coinciding with, the
experimental force in smaller wave height cases. However,
calculated force becomes close to the experimental force and
then exceeds it due to the increase of maximum sloshing wave
height.
By the comparison of calculated results and experimental
results, some future works are left. First, there should be
some holes on the in-vessel roof to reduce the influence of
air motion during experimental procedure. Second, longer
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Table 5: The comparison between calculated pressure and measured pressure.
Case no.
1

2

3

4

Amplitude [mm]
12
24
36
12
24
36
12
24
36
12
24
36

Measured pressure (MIP) [Pa]
500.62
1549.30
2074.05
263.27
913.30
1243.44
397.514
1221.34
1579.48
757.21
1753.86
2445.99

Calculated pressure (CIP) [Pa]
354.6718
1806.679
2678.605
0
793.3394
1316.61
40.209
1248.657
1887.5
743.9886
2363.192
3253.825

Error (%)
−29.1536
16.6126
29.14851
−100
−13.1349
5.884514
−89.8856
2.236658
19.50133
−1.74607
34.74232
33.02691

duration time experiments with more pressure sensors and
displacement sensors are needed to investigate the impact
pressure distribution and computation of impact force.

[3] Y.-S. Choun and C.-B. Yun, “Sloshing analysis of rectangular
tanks with a submerged structure by using small-amplitude
water wave theory,” Earthquake Engineering and Structural
Dynamics, vol. 28, no. 7, pp. 763–783, 1999.

5. Conclusions

[4] J. G. Li, Y. Hamamoto, Y. Liu, and X. Zhang, “Sloshing impact
simulation with material point method and its experimental
validations,” Computers & Fluids, vol. 103, pp. 86–99, 2014.

(1) In order to estimate the impact pressure imposed on
the roof of water storage tank of AP1000, we proposed
a simplified method, which regarded approximately
the difference between maximum wave height and
roof height as the impact pressure head.
(2) In order to verify the above method, we built a scaled
experimental facility.
(3) Using the experimental facility, we measured the
maximum sloshing wave height in the case of not
having roof and the impact pressure in the case of
having roof.
(4) By the above experiment, the simplified method was
considered to be conservative with a certain error of
no more than 35%.
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The acceptable accuracy for simulation of severe accident scenarios in containments of nuclear power plants is required to
investigate the consequences of severe accidents and effectiveness of potential counter measures. For this purpose, the actual
capability of CFX tool and COCOSYS code is assessed in prototypical geometries for simplified physical process-plume (due to a
heat source) under adiabatic and convection boundary condition, respectively. Results of the comparison under adiabatic boundary
condition show that good agreement is obtained among the analytical solution, COCOSYS prediction, and CFX prediction
for zone temperature. The general trend of the temperature distribution along the vertical direction predicted by COCOSYS
agrees with the CFX prediction except in dome, and this phenomenon is predicted well by CFX and failed to be reproduced by
COCOSYS. Both COCOSYS and CFX indicate that there is no temperature stratification inside dome. CFX prediction shows that
temperature stratification area occurs beneath the dome and away from the heat source. Temperature stratification area under
adiabatic boundary condition is bigger than that under convection boundary condition. The results indicate that the average
temperature inside containment predicted with COCOSYS model is overestimated under adiabatic boundary condition, while
it is underestimated under convection boundary condition compared to CFX prediction.

1. Introduction
The containment phenomenological aspects during an accident have been studied extensively during the last 40 years for
light water reactors [1–4]. Nevertheless, the Fukushima accident has driven the attention of the regulatory bodies and the
industry to the assessment of the detailed thermal-hydraulic
containment simulation under severe accident conditions [5].
Considerable international efforts were dedicated to better understand related phenomena by performing experiments and analytical assessments of their results. Since it
is not possible to perform containment thermal-hydraulics
experiments in the existing nuclear power plants due to safety
concerns, experiments are performed in special facilities,
which imitate containment or their parts [6, 7]. However,
such devices are usually smaller in size and have simpler
geometry than prototypical containment. Therefore, in order
to study processes on the containment scale, numerical
experiments are also performed using computer codes. Codes

are also used for simulation of experiments, in order to
better understand experimental results, and to assess code
capability to simulate occurring processes.
Two main kinds of codes/approaches are used for simulation of containment thermal-hydraulics, that is, lumpedparameter approach with highly simplified 0D models and
3D CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) approach.
The program COCOSYS, a lumped-parameter code, is
being developed by the Gesellschaft für Anlagen-und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) gGmbH, Germany, for the simulation of
all relevant processes and plant states during severe accidents
in containment of light water reactors. And this code is widely
used in nuclear engineering [8, 9]. The characteristic feature
of lumped-parameter approach is that mass and energy are
transferred between control volumes by junctions, according
to momentum equation solution for each junction.
The CFX code is a general purpose CFD tool developed
by ANSYS Inc. The code solves the conservation equations
for mass, momentum, and energy together with their initial
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Figure 1: Geometry (a) and mesh (b) for CFD simulation.

and boundary conditions. The discretization of the equations
in the CFX code is based on a conservative finite-volume
method.
Considerable research has been devoted to the study of
the associated phenomena predicted by lumped-parameter
code and field code; the development of various computer
codes to analyze these severe accidents phenomena is summarized in the review [10].
Nevertheless containment thermal-hydraulics prediction
remains an open question. One outcome of the ISP-47
(TOSQAN, MISTRA, and THAI) [11] activity was the recommendation to elaborate generic containment including
all important components. In the frame of the European
Network of Excellence SARNET2 (Severe Accident Research
Network) such generic containment nodalisation was developed, based on an existing COCOSYS model of a German
pressurized water reactor (PWR) with 1300 MWe, provided
by GRS [12]. It is used to compare and to assess analyses being
performed with different lumped-parameter (LP) codes and
models. Moreover, it can serve as a basis for testing new
model developments on a commonly available and accepted
basis on plant scale in future.
In present work, a simplified enclosure based on generic
containment is adapted in prototypical geometries for comparing different simulation results with separate effects scenario “thermal plume” to illustrate the prediction capacity of
COCOSYS and ANSYS CFX.

2. Assessment of COCOSYS and CFX
Prediction Results
Irrespective of the nature of the accident, heat and mass
transfer play a major role in these accidents. Quite often
it is a complex phenomenon involving forced and natural
convection heat transfer, metal-water reaction, nuclear heat

generation, melting, condensation, diffusive and convective
mass transfer, nucleate and film boiling, porous medium,
combustion, and detonation.
The analyses presented here aimed at investigating the
accuracy of COCOSYS code compared to the CFD codes to
provide an evaluation of the applicability to the large-scale,
transient problems. To this aim, the assessment must use
separate-effect simulation, so we focus on a plume (due to a
heat source) process in the present work; on the other hand,
because of the thin shell and cylinder structure in CFX model,
measures of smaller structure thickness with higher structure
conductivity, lower density, and heat capacity are taken in
COCOSYS model to eliminate the transient process impact
of the structure, so that COCOSYS model and CFX model
are comparable.
2.1. Computational Modeling. Figure 1 shows the geometry of
the CFD simulation physical modeling. The main characteristics of the simplified containment are the following: a volume
of about 102724 m3 , including a cylinder with radius of 27 m
and a height of 27 m, and a hemisphere with radius of 27 m.
R-CAVITY (radius 𝐻4 = 3.1 m; height 𝑉3 = 9.4 m) is the
system heat source with constant value 3000 kW; the rest of
space is full of air. The turbulence 𝑘-𝜀 model and nonsteady
method were used in the calculations.
After grid independent test (coarse, intermediate, and
fine mesh), mesh containing tetra element (element size
1.0 m) is adopted; it is simulated in CFX with a 3D Cartesian
geometry model using 90,142 computational elements with
1234,062 nodes. Figure 1 shows a 3D view of the domain mesh.
The input data and nodalisation of the generic containment have been created on the basis of benchmark run-2
COCOSYS code for German PWR simulation [12]. Figure 2
shows the COCOSYS model; finer vertical nodalisation is
built with 46 zones.
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Figure 3: Comparison of zone temperature at transient state.

Figure 2: COCOSYS model.

Initial condition: air at 1 bar pressure and 20∘ C
temperature.
R-CAVITY volumetric heat generation:
3000 kW.
Boundary condition: adiabatic enclosure.
(2) Convection case:
Initial condition: air at 1 bar pressure and 20∘ C
temperature.
R-CAVITY volumetric heat generation:
3000 kW.
USUMP boundary condition: adiabatic condition.
More specific information on the convection
condition which follows in Section 2.3.
2.2. Adiabatic Case. Direct comparison of the zone temperature in COCOSYS and discrete point temperature is
difficult due to some differences between COCOSYS and
CFX; an alternative approach is to take a weighted average
of CFX discrete points corresponding to COCOSYS area
temperature.
The results are compared in curve charts for transient
evolution process in Figure 3 at R-SG12 zone.
The 𝑥-axis in the graph is the time, 𝑦-axis represents
temperature, the blue line is the analytical solution of
average temperature inside the containment, the dotted
black line is transient temperature in R-SG12 zone predicted
by COCOSYS, and the dotted red line is CFX predicted
average temperature of R-SG12 zone. A relative good agreement is obtained among the analytical solutions, COCOSYS
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Figure 4: Comparison of temperature distribution at 10106 s.

predicted results, and the CFX predicted results. Figure 4
gives the comparisons of the temperature distribution along
the vertical direction inside the containment at 10,106 s. There
are 14 layers (R-SUMP, R-SG12, D1, D3, D5, D7, D9, D11, D13,
D15, D17, D19, D21, and D23) in COCOSYS model (Figure 2),
so 14 points are used for plotting the COCOSYS predicted
data (black line in Figure 4).
Two vertical lines (𝑥 = −4 m and 𝑥 = −12 m in Figure 1)
are taken in CFX model to represent the 14 layers’ zones
in COCOSYS model. It can be seen that near the heat
source zone (R-SG12 in COCOSYS, 𝑥 = −4 m in CFX),
the temperatures climb up dramatically along the vertical
height. It indicates that the general trends of the results for
COCOSYS meet an agreement with the CFX prediction (line
𝑥 = −4 m) except in the upper dome.
CFX predictions (line 𝑥 = −4 m and line 𝑥 = −12 m) show
that the temperature increases slowly from the height of 3 m
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to 25 m and maintains a relatively high temperature, which
implies that most energy is stored in the upper region. In
the upper part of the containment the temperature increases
again due to the shape of the dome in which the heat can
be accumulated; these considerations are seen more clearly
in terms of temperature contour map (Figure 5). However,
from a quantitative view point, discrepancies are observed
in the upper dome between CFX and COCOSYS results.
The COCOSYS code gives lower temperature values. CFX
prediction (line 𝑥 = −12 m) shows that thermal stratification
is more pronounced from the height of 𝑦 = −23 m to 𝑦 = 0 m,
which can be seen in temperature contour map (Figure 5);
COCOSYS cannot predict thermal stratification, because
R-SG12 is big control volume using the equilibrium zone
model; from the thermodynamic point of view, the volume

temperature is assumed to be mixed homogeneously as zone
temperature; the detailed information cannot be obtained
from COCOSYS model. The buoyancy-driven flow that arises
from the temperature field is presented in Figure 6. It implies
that the strong convection areas are in the top of heat
source; the weak convection dominant areas are away from
the heat source, which suggests an influence of temperature
stratification.
It can be seen that the model and boundary conditions are
selected symmetric along 𝑦-axis, while the contour plot of the
temperature (presented in Figure 5) is not very symmetric;
the reason is that the symmetric solution breaks down as
instabilities grow and the time behaviors of quantities relative
to geometrically symmetric points begin to differ; we only
presented results at 10,106 s here.
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Figure 7: Comparison of temperature distribution.

2.3. Convective Case. For the sake of ensuring the comparability between CFD and COCOSYS, the following should be
mentioned here:
(1) The size of the system under consideration makes
the computations very time-consuming. The running
time (or CPU time) is in the range of 2 months per run
to reach thermal equilibrium with CFD if the convective heat transfer coefficient is about 10 W/(m2 ⋅ ∘ C);
this large computational overhead strongly limited
the scope of analyses. So, here, both COCOSYS and
CFD have the same outside convective heat transfer
coefficient 100 W/(m2 ⋅ ∘ C). Steady state results are
compared for COCOSYS CFX model.
(2) In order to eliminate the wall dynamic inertia delay,
measures of higher structure conductivity, lower density, and heat capacity are taken in COCOSYS. Thin
shell and plate model with ignoring wall thickness are
used in CFD to separate containment enclosure and
environment, while it affects the dynamic process, but
the steady state will not be affected principally.
There are 14 layers (R-SUMP, R-SG12, D1, D3, D5, D7, D9,
D11, D13, D15, D17, D19, D21, and D23) in COCOSYS model,
so 14 points are used for plotting the COCOSYS predicted
data (Figure 2).
Three vertical lines (𝑥 = −4 m, 𝑥 = −10 m, and 𝑥 = −14 m
in Figure 1) are taken in CFX model to represent the 14 layers
zones in COCOSYS model (Figure 2).
Comparisons of right part zones between COCOSYS
prediction and CFX prediction are shown in Figure 7.
It can be readily seen that near the heat source zone (RSG12 in COCOSYS, 𝑥 = −4 m in CFX), the temperatures
increase rapidly along the vertical height. The COCOSYS
predicted results from zone D1 to zone D21 are similar to
the results from CFX; D23 temperature decreasing shown in
Figure 7 near the wall can be predicted by COCOSYS. But

the increasing feature of temperature in the dome predicted
by CFX cannot be predicted by COCOSYS.
CFX predictions (line 𝑥 = −4 m, line 𝑥 = −10 m, and
line 𝑥 = −14 m) show that the temperature increases slowly
from the height of 3 m to 25 m and maintains a relatively
high temperature, which implies that most energy is stored
in the upper region. In the upper part of the containment
the temperature increases again due to the shape of the
dome in which the heat can be accumulated. It is apparent
to observe from temperature contour map in Figure 8 that
the temperature decreases near the wall of the dome, these
considerations are seen more clearly in terms of plane contour
map, and the reason is that the outside wall is convection
boundary condition.
CFX predictions (line 𝑥 = −10 m and line 𝑥 = −14 m)
show that thermal stratification is more pronounced from
𝑦 = −23 m to 𝑦 = 0 m, which can be seen in temperature
contour map (Figure 8); COCOSYS cannot predict thermal
stratification, because R-SG12 is big control volume using the
equilibrium zone model; the volume temperature is assumed
to be mixed homogeneously as zone temperature from the
thermodynamic point of view; the detailed information
cannot be obtained from COCOSYS model.
This feature can be verified from the comparison of horizontal temperature distribution for the zones of R-ANN12,
SG12, SG34, and R-ANN34 (Figure 9(a)) and the zones of
D45, D1, D2, and D46 (Figure 9(b)), the dotted red line is the
CFX prediction result, and the black line is the COCOSYS
prediction result; the maximum temperature distribution is
very well predicted by the CFX, which would be complicated
to simulate using COCOSYS; the use of the COCOSYS led to
somewhat less accurate results.
On the other hand, the horizontal line along 𝑋 direction
shows that there is no change of the temperature except in
region near the thermal plume and boundary wall region.
From Figure 10, it can be seen that the buoyant convection
flow is strong on the upper surface of heat source, indicating
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the strong effect of the natural convection; the weak convection dominant areas are in the two sides of heat source, which
suggests an influence of temperature stratification.
For comparison purpose of two boundary conditions, the
flow configurations and temperature profiles are different;
from Figure 11, it is worth noting that thermal stratification
area under convection boundary is smaller than that under
the adiabatic boundary. When strongly stratified, enclosure’s
ambient temperature can be considered one-dimensional,
with negligible horizontal gradients except in narrow regions
beside the boundary and heat source; on the other hand, there
is no thermal stratification area inside the dome area.

3. Conclusion
Main conclusions for separate-effect plume (due to a heat
source) simulation between COCOSYS and CFX can be
summarized as follows.
Temperature in the upper part of the enclosure is higher
for both adiabatic and convection boundary condition; this
can be predicted by both COCOSYS and CFX.
Convection intensity affects concentration and temperature stratification; both COCOSYS and CFX can predict
that there is no temperature stratification in the upper region
of enclosure. Temperature stratification exists in the lower
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region of enclosure except in the region near the thermal
plume.
Boundary condition affects the temperature stratification.
Temperature stratification area under adiabatic boundary
condition is bigger than the area under convection boundary
condition; CFX are able to predict this phenomenon; however, COCOSYS are not able to predict this phenomenon.
CFX can predict local temperature of thermal plume,
while COCOSYS cannot predict local temperature of thermal
plume at present nodalisation.
Boundary condition affects the predicted average temperature. The average temperature in enclosure predicted
by COCOSYS is overestimated compared to that predicted
by CFX under the same adiabatic boundary condition; the
average temperature in enclosure predicted by COCOSYS is

underestimated compared to that predicted by CFX under the
convection boundary condition.
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